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Silwyn Jones
A happy Qling new year lo you all!

And especially to our merry (not too
merry I hope!) band o{ regular contri
butors thank you all for your hard
work for QL Today, where would I be
without you? And thanks to Jochen
Merz too although my name appears
in lights in this magazine, Jochen is the
hardest working of lhe parr of us, I

hope readers appreciate his hard work
rn laying out the magazine and getting
it printed

Looks like we'll have a pretty exciting
year ahead. Negotiations on the sale o{
the Q40 have been concluded, it has
an operating system, now all rt neEds is
customers, and l'm sure there'll be plen
ty especially when people learn that
Tony Tebby is using one as one of his
rnain computers!

I got a MinisQL for Christrnas (tustl) and
after the problems I had with the tower
cased Aurora before it, I'm glad to say
that the same Aurora board works
well in my MinisQL system, so full
marks to Aurora, while everything
else around it was on the blink, it

stayed in one piece and worked
better than ever in the final system.
Paragraph, the new pointer driven
wordprocessor; is out {report in this
issue), a new version of Qemulator
and a trial version of QPC2 are out,
and the colour drivers {rn the guise of
SMSQ/t 3) should be with us before
not too long, rumours continue of
work being done in Austria on the
basrc software required for internet
access the new Turbo Toolkit is out
(see below) and plenty of other thrngs
are happening tool

OOPS Two significant errors got
through the net in the last issue, we
got the date of the Croatian meeting
wrong (it should have been Decem
ber) and I also got the name of Chris
topher Cave's file viewer program
wrong I called it MText whereas its
real name is MView Apologies to all

concerned.

The next issue will, I hope see another
cover disk with the magazine. Let's
hope I make a better job of that! One
of the things we hope to include on it

is the new freeware release of Turbo
Toolkit thanks to the hard work of
Mark Knight and David Gilham

And speaking of the next issue, I'd love
to recerve a few more articles lrorrr
you the readers for publication lf
you ve used a nice lrttle program or
new piece of hardware, write and let
the other readers know about it.

[qually, if you'd like to offer comment
via the letters page, or pass on some
hints and tips or short, useful listings,
we'd love to hear from you. We are a
little short of material {or the next issue
as I write so please do write in with
your contribution on floppy disk or by
email, the readers would love to hear
frorn you!
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NEWS

RV/AP Software
(Rich Mellorl
I have now been able to re

lease v1.5 of Deathstrike which
is yet another game formerly
sold by Talent Software This is
a clone of the classic arcade
game Scramble, in which you
control a space ship as it

travels through an alien base,
destroying as much equipment
as possible in the search for
the mothership This is a

colourful and fast version which
will now work on all versions of
the QL (although I have noticed
that the game does not seem
to work with a SuperHermes
keyboard {or some reason).
I can now also supply a wide
range of IBM Cornpatible PCs
and components {including
monitors, mice and printers) at

competitive prices, and should
be able to ship them with QPC
ready installed if required

PRCIGS
Joachim Van der Auwera sent
us an email suggesting we
pornt out that ProWesS users
who have Web access can get
an update from his Web site at

http ://www.triath lo n 9 8.co m/
PROGS/
This may prove useful informa
tron for ProWesS users who
are trying to get early versrons
of the new word processor
Paragraph working, for exam-
ple, as that reportedly requires
up to date versions of Pro
WesS to work correctly.

QernuLator V1.1
A new release of Q emulator
for Windows {version 1.1) is
available at the Q emulator's
web site:
http :/lwww" g eociti es. co mlSi I

ioo nVal leylH ei g hts/'l 2 I 6lq*e
mulator.html

The two most relevant new
features are support for sub-
directories in the {ile system
and read only access lo
QXL,WIN files Graphics speed
has been improved, the maxi-
mum QL RAM amount has
been increased to 16 MB, and
{or the first time a QL ROM is
included in the Q-emulator
package, though rt doesn t
work with more than 76BK o{

QL RAM (lt is a Minerva I BQ

ROM image, now public do-

alas. Package contains binary,
documentation, source code
and rnany examples. [xamples
are mainly QDOS specific and
the port adds support for many
specific QDOS features, includ
rng the graphics lraps.
A comprehensive (10 page) ar

ticle on perl4qdos will be pu

blished in Quanta, January
1999 The article will also be
avarlable as HTML f rom
www.j rh udson "demon. eo. u k in

Jan 99 lor non Quanta mern
bers.main)

Another
that tern-

porary
regrstra

tion
codes

are now
f reely

available,
if you are

not yet a

Q-emu
Lator
regis
tered

use[ but
you want
to try the
unlimited
version

of
Q emulator just ask to the
author by email (the address is

danielet@geocities"corn) and
he will send to you a free tem
porary registration code that
will last for about two weeks.
Be sure to include your f ull

name in your request.
Work has already started on
Q-emuLator version 2, that will
have a faster and full screen
QL display

Jonathan Hudson
ln the last two months the
following **f 19g** packages
have been uploaded to
www.jrhudson.demon "co.uk
perl4qdos, Porl of perl to
QDOS perl 4 rather than perl 5,

wxqltools GUI package under
Windows (95,98,NT) or Unix to
read and write QDOS tloppies
under foreign operating sys-
tems. This program is a graphi
cal front end to qltools,
gdbm173: The GNU database
manager GNU dbm is a library

of routrnes that manages data
files that contain keylcata pairs

The access provided is that of
storing, retrieval and deletion
by key and a non-sorted tra
versal of all keys. Source, docu
mentation, cOB library, exam-
ples in perl and'C'
nroff: nrof f port for QDOS
Converts Unix man pages and

other nroff forrnat files to text
lncludes man and ms mracro
packages

4

interesting feature is
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catdoc: Converts catdoc con
verts MS Word documents (inc

Word 97) to text Archive con-
tains executable, source and
documentation. Ported from
unix catdoc program of Victor
Wagner:
unzip540xQ: unzrp 5.40. Binary
and documentation. Source
code available f rom
ftp.cdronn"com. The QDOS
versron is provrded (expenmen
tally) as a self extracting object
file

LRESPR unzip540xQ"obj
And follow the on screen in-

structions.

Dutch ThasaLirlis now
ava ila ble
JUST WORDS| has released a

Dutch language thesaurus. The
program is pointer driven and is
based on the popular tnglish
QL THTSAURUS lt has a data'
base of 13,500 words and phra

SCS,

NL-THTSAURUS costs fl 20,
or [7. Payment can be made in
guilders by direct trans{er to
Netherlands Postbank number
4III942 {GI Wicks) or by
Eurocheque in pounds.

JUST WORDSI is preparing a

series of freeware dutch lang
uage dictionaries in QTYP and
SPTLLCHTCKER formats con-
forming to the latest spelling
rules Dictionaries of 52,000
and 70,000 words are currently
available, and a larger dictiona
ry should be available in lhe
new year
Geaff Wicks, 28 Ravensdale,
Basildon, Essex, United
Kingdom. Telephone from
tselgrurn and the ltletherlands
00 44 1268 281826

Turbo Toolkit V3b27
Mark Knight and David Gilham
have now released version
3b27 ol the Turbo Toolkit as
freeware QL Today hopes to
dislribute a complete copy on
our next cover disk and it

should also be available from
the usual sources of QL free-
ware Below you will find the
major list of changes tor this
versr0n.
This version has been pro-
duced by disassemblrng the
last officral version {v3.22} lnter-
estingly, only 7 signifrcant bugs
were found and contrary to po
pular opinion, no direct system
variables access etc were
found.
It has been tested with QL
ROM versions from AH up to
SMSQ/E [on a variety of
hardware platforms). Mark says
that sorne Turbo compiled pro-
grams which failed on modern
systems may now work with
this new toolkit
Keywords updateo include
TYPt-lN, ALLOCATI0N and
DIALLOCATI, COMMAND_LINF,
SET_PRIORITY COMPILED.
The latter now even works
with QLiberator:
New keywords added include
LONGINTFGIR (converts a 4

byte string holding an integer
value to a long word) and
LONGINTIGIR$ (converts a

long word intoa matching 4
byte string), both useful for
when you need to store 32 bit
Iong words in strings or directly
in memory POKt*t pokes a 6
byte representation of a float-
ing point number into memory.
FWINDOW% helps with hand
ling hi resolution screen win-
dows it is a function which
returns an error code number
making error handling easier:
The file ol demonstration basic
program listings (DEMOS-bas)
has also been slightly updated
to use the SYS*VARS function
to access system variables ra-

ther than hard coded addres
ses, for example.
The distribution includes a pro-
gram to patch startup code rn

Turbo compiled programs, to
try to make some older pro
grams work on modern plat-
forms. lt contains code written

by Davide Santachiara to patch
among other things two hard
coded system variable acces-
ses in the startup code for older
Turbo compiled programs.
Turbo Toolkit can now be used
with Qliberator: ln addition, it is
possible to lrnk it as an SMSQ/E
module for those who know
about such things Since the
toolkit is f reeware, the old
runlime version (RUNIIMF-tXTS)
is no longer required - you can
simply include a free copy of
the toolkit itselt with soitware
sold or given awayl

QBranch News
The Q40 should be available
{rom the end of January
middle of February The product
will cost 350 00 UKP and this
will include 16Mb Ram (upgrad
able to 32Mb) and the l/O card
All the end user will need is a
case, keyboard, floppy /hard
disk, monrtor and mouse. No

QL chips or other hardware is

required The system will be
shrpped with the QDOS classic
system on board SMSQ/E for
the Q40 is nearing completion
and will cost extra although
there will be discounts for
existing SMSQ/E users The
price may be reduced if we can
obtain lower priced 68040
chips than those currently quo
ted
TF Services are currently look-
ing into other boards to plug
into the ISA slots and an ISA
slot extender:
Masterbase, the pornter driven
tront end for DBAS should be
available for release scon This
will be supplied on two fioppy
disks with one containing the
latest DBAS Public domatn
release.
Possible visitors to the Hove
show include Zeljko Nastasic
and Peter and Klaus Graf.

Jochen Merz will definttely
attend Masterbase, Q40 and
QD 98 will be demonstraied
there.
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Extra: We are asking people to
place firm orders for the Q40
because this is an expensive
product and we would like to
have at least part of the money
guaranteed before we embark
upon it. The first 25 people to
send us Cheques or credit card
details will receive free system
upgrades and a reduced price
on SMSQ/E when it is released.
No cheques will be cashed or
Credit cards debited untilwe are
ready to ship the first units but
just having the pledge of cash
will make us feel more secure. lf
the final price is lower than thal
quoted then we will refund the
difference.

288 Nlews
Al^L^-:-r n^-^^-^L L-",^ ^^-'nrLilcilil5t T\u5cdlLil ildve 5cilt
us a copy of a CD RONI called
ZBB lJeaven which contains
over 1,000 ZBB programs and
ZBB emulators to run on the PC
As many QL users also use a

288, we decided this may well
be of interest to our readers. We
would also be interested to hear
{rom anyone willing 1o review
this CD ROM for us

ZBB and then programmed into
an EPROM, the most prominent
of which is the ZBB Forever Col-
lection, full of the latest ZBB ap
plications. lt also includes Win
dows 95 utilities, allowing you lo
"transfer files, read EASIC and
Pipedream tiles directly"
Finally the CD ROM contains the
ZBB Source Book and several
very useful articles and guides
detailing every aspect of ihe
ZBB.

The CD will be available from Bill

Richardson al a price of tl5 or
[12 to ZBB User subscribers.

288 with internal rnemory
expansion
W N. Richardson & Co now of-
fer internaily expanded memory
ZBSs with either 12Bk or 512k
ram, with OZ4 operating system
version. This memory replaces
the inlernal 32k, consumes
about lhe same working and
standby current, and can be di

rectly used by Basic and Pipe-
dream as workspace as well as
for normal file storage, though
the ZBB reserves a little for
internal use. An upgrade service

f or your exist
ing machine is
also of fered.
See Bill's ad
verts for prices.

Jfvts
Quite a lot of
news this time
from Jochen
Merz Software.
QD98 is re-
leased {in fact, it

was released in
Croatia begin-
ning of Dec.
1998 so the
name is stillOK)
A detailed de-

scription of its new features plus
some screenshots {done with
QPC 2!)can be found in the Jli/S
ad on page 13.

By the time you read this,
SMSQ/[ 2 91 will be released lt

has the [uro-Symbol on charac-
ter code 181 and it will translate
them to character 164 {this is
the Euro Symbol in the cha
racter set Lalin 0) | think we will
have a dedicated furo article in
the next issue. {Dietrich Buder
has done quite a lot o{ work on
the furo, created Download
fonts etc., so we can base it on
his experience). lf you want to
use the [uro, then I suggest that
you get the new SMSQ/I first
Anybody out there who has
created a download Euro for
non EPSON printers {HP Deskjet
or Laserjet etc.)? Please get in
contact with QL Today so that
we can o{fer a solution for a

variety of printers.
Lots of news on the JMS web
site'
http : l/www" j-m-s.co m/smsq 1

You can see information about
the new QD9B if you want to
see it in colour:
Follow the link 1o Marcel Kilgus
homepage, you can download
an alpha version of QPC which
works and supports most fea
tures but for serial port, parallel
port and writing to flp and win

ibut it's a demo, so il will never
do this anyway in the demol),
Why not give it a try you can
now switch between QPC 2 and
olher Windows applications
wilhout having to reset the ma

chine similar to the way you
switch between jobs in QDOS
Have a go, if you encounter
problems, tell Marcel, otherwise
enloy itl
The QL News List rs working
again, I am using a di{{erent pro
vider who double-checks that
you want to get in the list by
sending a reply email lo your
subscription which you have to
return email addresses have 1o

match, of course! Subscribe via
my websrte. lf you have email
access only then send an email
to'add2qlnews@j-nn-s.eom"
and I will add you manually
l{ anybody needs bulk DD disks,
please contact me, I've got
MASSES.

n

The CD-ROM contains the entire
collection of the ZBB User
Group So{tware Library and files
from the United States ZBB User
Group library There are [prom
image files and ROh/ images
which can be lransferred to a

6
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The right ffiPSCN{ pninter - &
perfeet mdd-om for the QLf
R.S.Rlhain

It comes to us all sooner or
later ln January 1998 my Oli
vetti 24 pin dot malrix colour
printer began giving trouble
First of all my usual suppliers
told me that they were no
longer stocking colour ribbons
for it insuf ficient demand
After looking around I got black
OEM rrbbons Maybe the
printer resented this indignity,
for a rnonth or so later it
became temperamental, refus-
ing to move to the start posi-
tion, or to let me examine or
reset the defaults, After some
struggling I decided to reiire it
Half remembering dire warnings
in QL TODAY and QUANIA
magazine about modern prin
ters vis-a-vis QLs I searched
my old copies for guidance. lt
was not altogether successful,
but I did come up with a state
ment by Jochen Merz lhat the
Epson 600 and 800 series
should be all right

So I went to the local com-
puter supermarket which as
usual was having a Sale, and
looked at their printers (20%

off). lt was a bit disconcerting
to find that the [pson 800 had
been replaced by ihe 850. Had
it been "dumbed-down"? After
a talk with the assistant (helpful,

but I don't think the problem
really registered) I decided
'probably not', and returned
home [279 poorer with a very
large cardboard box fEditor:
as far as d knor,v the main
dffference of the 850 is that it
is even faster than the 800 -

and I am very happy with the
high speed of the 80011

I use a QL with Super Gold
Card (upgraded by Qubbesoft
in the rniddle of all this to an

Aurora), and a QXL2 in a 386DS
PC, both with SMSQ/E The old
printer was operating rn

1Q2550 mode My communica
tions with it were with Printer
master ian excellent program
for ad hoc control), or with the
Xchange drivers, or in some of
my programs by commands
issued directly from SBASIC, I

also used SDUMP quite a lot
(printing movement cards on
160 gsm paper for a local
Bridge Club), but lhe Olivetti
had trouble with this and I kept
my original printer a 9-pin
Shinwa clone. GPRINT prt was
unsuccessful also, so that I

could never make a print from
IASEL.

I have just finished testing all

these with the new printer: To

my delight they functioned per
fectly without modifications to
programs or even lo the para
meters of SDP-SETI

GPRINT-prt makes tasteful, if
somewhat pale, grey-shaded
prints of my graphs, filling the
whole width of the paper: lUse
Jochen's filterZ4-program
(avarlable free an his BBS)
which conyerts greyish 9-pin
dunrp output to perfect 24-Bin
outpufj lncidentally, I have tried
using SDUMP to get colour
prints from IASFL. lt works, but
you also get EASEL's borders,
the buttons, and whatever else
happens to be on the 640x320
screen I am indebted to the
splendid SBASIC/Superbasic
Manual by Rich Mellor and
others for the information

{which I'm sure I ought to have
known) that SDUMP can be
used to print a specific part of
the screen, but I have to do
that from basic. and as soon as

you enter basic, eg f rom a

Hotkey, EASEL vanishesl lSet ff
on a HOTKEY - we'll show
you in the nexf issue how if
worksll I tried reducing the
screen, but, as the hlanual
says, SDUMP stays with the
original screen size, and you
get items in the dump which
were invisible on the screen!
So that is something I have
given up for the time being As
a final test, I tried downloading
the QLQ fonis (another thing
that the Olivetti did nct do very
well). The results were excel
lent.

As one might expect, the
print quality is better than that
of thE 24 pin printer which ilsel{
was pretty good. lt seems
strange to be using cut sheets
instead of fan-fold paper; and
even stranger that instead of
being able to read every line as
it rs printed, the paper disap-
pears into the printer and
emerges after a while with the
print upside-down When
switched on, the printer some-
times makes mysterious noises
for a time be{ore giving the
go ahead, but that can be borne

The printer Manual inevitably
devotes most of ils generous
space to PC's and Macs lt
does, unlike a 600-series
Manual I looked at, give a list ot
all the control codes that the
850 will accept; but doesn't say
what lhey dol Provided you are
content with dot matrix capa
bility and are familiar with the
old tpson codes it can be
used without further docurnen'
tation; but the 850 can of
course do much more extra
fonts, some of them scaleable,
very precise positioning of the
printing, and several esoteric
routines for high resolution
graphics. And so I bought the
[SC/P2 Reference Manual for
t43,26 including next-day
delivery from Unicomp Ltd
(01732 780303).

&X- ffodep 7-



This weighty volume (nearly
3 5lbs), dates f rom 1994, and
theretore has almost no refe-
rences to ink jet printers ex-
cept in parts, mainly graphics,
which have been revised since.
But it is no less useful for thal.
ln addiiion to an exhaustive and
illuminating descriptron of all the
control codes used by Fpson
printers since the beginning it

includes a series of essays on
crrhiontc crrnh 1c "Qai thoJUVJUUIJ JWVII UJ UUt IIIL

printing area" which I read with
great fascination and partial
understanding.

I'll try to implement some of
this as time permits, but for
now that's about it. The printer
werghs 14 3 lbs, has a lootprint
(when shut down) ot
18 7xl0 7in {475x214 mm) The
paper support adds about 5in
to the depth Cartridges cost
about [16 (black) and [18
(colour) According to the
Manual, at 360 DPI a black
cartridge will print 900 A4
sheets, and colour 300. Prices
are for [pson cartrrdges, "com-

patible" ones seem to cost
between t7 and t11, but l'll stay
with tpson while the machine
is under warranty.

Editor: f'm glad to read thal
some people follow fhe advice
and are very satisfied with the
resuft. You will find more
details about the very recent,
cheaper model Stylus Color
7 4A ln the "Letter Box"
secflon of this magazine.

EPS0ftl Gerrnany can prl-
uide special add-on pages f3
sefs) for fhe fhree generations
of EP50N ink colour prlnfers -
you should be able to get
fhern from EP50N IJK too if
you boughf the FSC/PZ Refe-
rence Manual. Provided,
enough interest exisfs, I can
dig out the old filter?4 and
explain it in the nexl issue. lf
{akes 9pin-EPSON output and
prints it an 24pin printers rn

solid colours, unsfreehted.
m

Kan U Sp€8 Uz$ng Vore Qt?
Geoff Wicks

The last issue of QL Today
contained a review of my free
ware program "Spelling Crib"
Most people tell me I should
have added it to my program
range and charged a fiver; but I

pref erred to make it public
domain, The program was
quick and simple to write, main
ly because it uses routines
from existing programs, and I

wanted to use it to encourage
discussion on QL spelling aids
and spellcheckers. I also had
the less allruislic motrve of
reaching QL users who have
not bought my programs. Every
time they use Spelling Crib the
JUST WORDSI logo and dis-
tinctive house style will be on
their screen as a free adver-
tisement for my software. lf
Adidas and Nike can do it, why
can't l?

Spelling-Crib was conceived
at a workshop when a custo-
mer suggested the use of
SOLVIT-PLUS as a help for the
occasional difficult word. He
had most o{ the spelling aids
available to QL users, but found
these of limited help l felt a less
cumbersome method than he
suggested would be to com-
bine a few short routines lrom
SOLVIT PLUS with olher rou-
tines developed for QL THE-
SAURUS, and then use the
stuff er buff er to link with a

word processor or text editor
The program was written and
tested in about 2 months, al

though, as Dilwyn Jones disco
vered, it still has a few minor
bugs. At the moment it uses a
memory hungry plain text {ile,

although I hope to write a ver-
sion that will use a QTYP dictio
nary.

Many QL users are not happy
with the current spelling chek-
kers and aids, but few have

concrete ideas of what a spell
checker should do As I have
written before in QL Today,
people have strong personal
preferences over spell check
ing. Some want to check as
they type, while others want to
check on completion of a do
cument. Some want sugges
tions for alternative words and
others dc not. Some want as
large a dictionary as possible,

but others prefer a small one"
The QL has three commer-

cial and one public domain spell
checkers. Each has iis
strengths and weaknesses, but
it is only the public dornain one
that can be described as"intelli
gent' in its suggested alterna
tives for a misspelt word.
I know nothrng about the

oldest spell checker "SPELL

BOUND", which rs rarely used
these days. The other two
commercral spell checkers are
"SPELLCHECKER" and'QTYP'
SPILICHECKtR is the dedica
ted checker for the word pro-

cessor Perfection, and al

though it is possible to use it to
check text files, it is of limited
use outside of Perfectron. lt
does not provide suggestions
for a misspelt word, and also
has some restrictions that limit

its usefulness for many non-
English languages. Neverthe-
less there are many Perfection
users who are happy with this
level of spell checking

ln contrast QTYP is a generic
spell checker that will work
wrth most QL text programs. lt
is not strictly a spell checker
but a resident extension that
enables you to incorporate
spell checking in your own
programs. Text87 plus 4 users
can use QTYP in two ways.
They can erther use rt in its
native state for check as you
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type spell checking, or on
(part) completion of a docu-
ment using TextBT's own imple
mentation of QTYP spell check-
ing

QTYP works by comparing
each letter of a word against
the list o{ wcrds in its dictionary
When a mismatch is found, a

warning sign goes up. lf you
wish, you can examine a list of
words for the correct spelling.
Tn ennocc : ATVD r'lintinnrrrrrv suvuJJ u vr rr urvttvltqly

you need to know the f irst
letter or letters of a word. Spell
"accommodate' as "accomo-

date" and you will quickly iind
the correct spelling using
QTYP because it is looking for
the root "accom . Spell "sltr

prise' as "suprise" and you will
find it hard to discover the cor
rect spelling, as QTYP is look
ing for a root of "supr". Spell
"cinnamon" as "sinnamon' and
QTYP will be of no help what
so0ver

Most PC word processors
have an intelligent spell
checker which will suggest
alternatives for a misspelt word
including mistakes like
"sinnamon". When Spellchecker
and QTYP were {irst released,
the QL was still using a slow
processor and had a maximum
memory of under lMB, and it
would not have been possible
to have had an intelligent QL
spell checker They use lengthy
complicated and specially con-
structed dictionaries containing
lists of homophones, or words
which sound the same, but are
spelt dif f erently, such as
'sauce" and "source'.

The QL now has the memory
and speed ior an intellige nt
spell checker using similar pro
gramming to those on the PC,

but rn practice it is unlikely that
one will ever be produced lt
would require a programmer
with both the time and the spe-
cific language knowledge to
construct the dictionary, and I

doubt rf such a person exists,
There is a further complication.
Present QL spell checkers use
simple dictionaries basically
they are lust lists of words in

compressed form and rt is
possible ior any QL user; even
it he has no programming skills,
to write his own dictionaries.
Both the ltalian and Dutch
QTYP dictionaries were written
in this way The dictionary for
an intelligent spell checker
would have to be separately
constructed for each language,
again by a programmer with
the necessary language know-
ledge and time for the task

But why should we copy PC
programrrning? lf we aro just
going to ape what happens in

the PC world, then we should
be using PCs The history of
the QL is full o{ innovative and
creative thinking to solve what
many once thought were
insolvable problems And this
has also happened in spell
checking, There is an "intelli-

gent' spell checker for the QL
that uses different techniques
from the PC spell checkers.

This spell checker Suggest
by Lester Wareham, uses
QTYP to do its spell checking,
but in an unusual way. Basically
the program assumes that
spelling mistakes and typing
errors have what you might call
a logical cause, We hit the
wrong keys on the key board;
we type two characters instead
of one or vice versa; we type
words as they sound and not
as they are spelt. lf Suggest
comes across a misspelt word,
it looks through a set of rules,
and uses these to devise theo-
retical words the writer could
have intended io use. lt then
checks these words against
the words in the QTYP drctio
nary, and if they are valid
words, suggests them as
alternatives for the misspelt
word.

Unfortunately Suggest is nol
bug free lt will not run on all QL
systems, includrng the early
Sinclair ROMs and the Atari TT
It does not always replace a

misspelt word accurately and
sometimes gives it an extra
first letter: Nevertheless I am
impressed by the program, and
especially the innovative and
creative thinking behind it lt is a

pity that it was not developed
further

ln this artrcle I have attemp
ted to assess the present state
of QL spell chocking, and
explarn why QL spell checkers
are limited rn their scope. ln my
opinion an intelligent spell
checker for the QL coulo no{
nco trer{ifinn:l nrnnrernminnvJv rruvrrrvrrur yrvSrurrilrilrrS

methods, but one could be
written using the QTYP exten-
sions on the lines of Lester
Wareham's Suggest lt may
even be possible to devise a

set of "compromise rules" that
would apply to most langua-
ges, and, if necessary, supple
ment these with a short set of
rules for each specif ic lan
guage. There is of course, an
important proviso. ln my opinion
Lesler Wareham has a right to
an intellectual copyright for his

idea, which should be respec
ted.

I am not one of the elitists
when it comes to spelling, and
do not see poor spellers as
being inferior or lazy. There can
be many reasons for poor
spelling, some of which are
physical in origin I would be
interested rn hearing whal
readers of QL Today would like
to see in a spell checket or of
their ideas for other spelling
aids I would also be interested
to hear from programmers who
have ideas for spell checking
that they would like to put it

into practice.

X
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Whmt ffir€ mlX th€s€ hlandshake Limes? - Fart *
[Jasfa

Detarrnining DTE and DCE, quick
and dirty (but effective) solutions

As can be seen, correct cabling relies heavily
on the correcl identification of the devrce type - in
fact, just about the only way it will work if you get
the type wrong, is if you get both device types
wrong and also if all the handshake signals are
implemented. As can be seen from the size o{ ihe
table above, there is much working against this
case! The simplest way to determine what type
the device is, rs to look for output signals that
should be active when the device is powered up.

Here are some tips,
o Using a voltmeter to determine device type'
First of all, disconnect all cables to the port to be
sure you are measuring signals only at this port,
not the signals that might be coming from the
other end of the cable. Take a 3k or thereabouts
resistor {almost anything between 1 and 10k will
do just fine) and connect it across the ends of a

voltmeler (or multimeter set to measure voltage).
Then, with this resistor connected, check the
voltage between ground {GND) and the various
lines. lf you measure anything within legal RS 232
voltages {+3 to +15 or -3 to 15 Volts) you are
looking at an output signal. Take note of the
signal name, and use the DTI/DCE comparison
table at the start of this article to determine what
the device lype rs lt you find either RXD, DTR or
RTS io be outputs, its a DTE, and if you find either
TXD, DSR or CTS to be output, then its a DCE
Remember it is enough to determine one of the
three is an output to determine the lype of the
device correclly, ln some cases the device in
question may have to be told to'open'the port in

software or by an appropriate command {this will
normally be the case with computers). The best
candidates to start testing are of course RX and
TX lines as these are mandatory. They will nor-
mally be 'inactive' if there is no data being sent
from the device. There are exceptions, howeve[
and the device described below can help with
those.

The above diagram represents a dirt cheap and
very simple RS 232C tester the diodes are L[D,
ie light ernitting The dEvice should be connected
so that the GND terminal is tied to the serial port
GND terminal, and the Test terminal is connected
to each of the RS 232C signals in turn lf a signal
is an output, the green LFD will light up if its active
and the red LED will light up it it is inactive. lf you
are testing RX or TX lines while data rs being
transrnitted or received, the green LtD will lighi
up dimmer than for other output signals if the port
is RS 232, and both LEDs will be lit dimly if it is RS
232C. The respective LtDs intensity will vary de
pending on what data is being senl The device
can be used instead of a voltmeter or multimeter
exactly as described above. The device can be
built inside the plastic parts of an old pen with a

little care and attention to detail. lt rs possible to
get two-color LED diodes that have two opposed
l-tDs in the sarne package, connected just as on
lhe diagram above. Just note that if \iou use one
of those, both LEDs lighting will produce an
orange-ish light. The nice thing about the simple
device above is that it does not depend on the
type of connector used, unlike the device
described below

o A quick and dirty RS 232 breakout box,

By building a circuit not unlike a 6 fold tester
described above, a simple RS 232 test box can
be made I will leave it to the prospective builder

op
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to decide which one of the myriad RS 232
connectors that are in common use will be
chosen for this project 

' )

u Using an oscilloscope
When everythrng else fails, an oscilloscope will

come in handy l-lowever I will not delve deeply
into this sublect as anyone that has a 'scope will
probably already have ideas about the use of it to
debug serral ports. Just bear in mind that the data
on the RX and TX lines is actually inverted with
respect to the actual bit values, so one should
expect to see a picture not unlike a flipped over
diagram given in this article, with start, data, parrty
and stop bits lt does take some tweaking to get
it on the screen but it is possible. Needless to say
there are even more specialized devices to
debug serial ports {some costing on the order of
a good car), which just goes to show that QL
users are not he only ones having serial port
problems.

Final word
You have probably noticed that I haven't even

attempted to show all the different connectors

used for serial ports This data can be tound
elsewhere for the port in question rnanuals DO
really contain useful data once in a while, you
know! They make the number of possible
variations even larger but nol unmanageable the
key, as always is understanding what the signals
on the ports do With this knowledge most if not
all ports can be wired together correctly i hope I

have rnanaged to get ai least some aspects of
serial communication explained This lengthy
article however is not by far definitive word on
the subject in fact, whole books have been
written about thrs Siill, I hope that anyone trying
to connect two stubborn devices using seriai
ports, finds this article of use. Don t be
discouraged rf things don't work ai first.
Fortunately, serial ports are very robust and are
made to be able to survive wrong connections -

it seems like the creators of the standard knew
that they are bound to happen. So, may your lines
be connected properly, your baud rates chosen
wisely, your parities the same on both ends o{ the
link, and your bits flow freely 

' )
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The Nime Tria&s of TF Senv$ees
Tony Firshman
F'{ardware manufacture is a difficult business without the aid of
God{s}"

MPLANT sprang from the
Qbranch stable and Keith Mit-
chsll, who found a neat surplus
notebook style case. A back
plane was needed, but Qplane
was too high.

I developed a low profile 2 x
2 backplane which was
launched at the recent Byfleet
workshop

I produced a card board pro
totype, with rnotherboard (Au-

rora or original QL) and expan-
sion (Gold Card, Super Gold
f'rrr'{ aln\ rl thn cir{a in ihn\/oru cru/ ar iilc Jtug ti I iltu
same plane. Qubide sits above
the expansion leaving one
spare slot above the QL
motherboard, and even a half
slot on Qubrde. Now Keith
found the cardboard prototype
a little di{ficult to power up, but
everything fitted - after minor
(1mm) adjustments, even with
lhe ROM slot fitted on the card

so I committed the
necessary t600 for board
production.
The 4 layer expensrve

boards arrived 4 days before
Byf leet I built up one and
tested lhe internally generaied
RS232 voltages and they were
f ine gave the designed
+10v/-10v

Plugged in a QL motherboard
and DEAD This is where the

Gods start arriving.

{Gods 1) At that very instant,
Roy rang upl "Hang on a

minule' I said, while I saw
t600 melting away Again at
that inslant I realised I had the
components on the wrong side
of the board, reversing all sig-
nals, including +5v/GND This is

unfortunately very easy to do,
as PCB packages are not at all

clear on this point ' they call

sides 'TCP' and 'BOTTOI\I' lrly
components, well most of
them needed to be on the
bottom While Roy was on the
phone, I worked out that every-
thing would be OK with com-
ponents on the other side but
Keith had designed around the
wrong cardboard versionl

(Gods 2) Keith used the
reversed production board

{Motherboard and SGC were
reversed) and it fitted and
,",^"t,^,.t
VVUI I\UU

{Gods 3) All the cables came
out straight into the tloppy/hard
disk much more directl

(Gods 4) Aurora fitted in the
shorter space with 2mm spare

{Gods 4) A mouniing hole on
Aurora was in exactly the right
place for a stud in the case

(Gods 5) The first customer
asked {or the ROM slot to be
fitted facing outwards. This
wasn't exactly planned on
MinisQL only for mini-tower
cases, but it worked He then
will have a removable RomDisq.

(Gods 5) Rapid make an
extended reset swiich that is

the right length to within 0 5mm

{Gods 6) The coolrng fan is
now right beside the hot SGC
board

{Gods 7) The side mounted
expansion card is a few mm
higher because of Goldfire {me-
mory juls out below the board)
With the enforced reversal of
slots, this expansion now sits
neatly OVER the QL mother-
board, and the package rs

therefore narrower

{Gods B) One of the Super
Gold Card heatsink screws sits
exactly over a slotted hole on
the QL motherboard. Removed
and screwed back in through
the motherboard, the SGC can
be very firmly fixed to the
motherboard and aligned no
more {lying cardsl

{Gods 8) Now lhat the QL
motherboard is reversed it
doesn't foui the hard disk
rriountrng {i'ame

(Gods 9) The width of the
finished mplane setup is exact
ly the width of an AT rnother
board - making design of Son
of BraQuet {Mounting plate
from Qbranch) a doddle

Roy was heard to comment
'When Tony has an idea, then
reverse it'!

Now I still am not sure I be
lieve in God(s) despite singing
in church choirs practically
every Sunday for over 40
years, but.... ...

lbny Firshrnan also writes:

Another plus fon the
Q[-.

I have a 3GB hard disk that
failed under W9B the fat got
heavily corrupted Even FDISK
refused to work on it boot
sector problem.

le it had some sort of boot
sector that FDISK recognised
suf f iciently but then couldn't
handle, lt then quit to DOS
without of f ering any rescue
options.

Ron Dunnett advised I format
it under the qubide driver that
formatted a 128mb partition
perfectly {and blindingly fast)

I then put it back in the IBM

beast, and fDISK correctly
reported no boot sector and
created a new one. [verything
else worked and I now have a
working hard disk.

Well done Phil Borman {who
wrote the Qubide ROM).
X
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This od does not give o list of oll the fectures
of our excellent Editor QD98, it will moinly
list the new feotures which were introduced
from the pnevior.rs version QD Version 9 to
the current one.
Here ore its moin feotures: "Hints'ore given
on rnenu items ond the toolbor. Quite useful,
beccuse we hove odded mony extrc items
ond olso odded some odditionol feotures on
"Do"ing some existing icons. Of course, this
feoture con be turned off.
The toolbor con be turned off ond on while
QD is running. A number of QL users osked me to do this becouse they goin two extrn lines - it is done now!
Lines con be ordered, you con specify the stort column in the text which is used os the sort criterio.

driver. You con progrom the driveryourself, becouse it con be o BASIC filter.
BASIC ond Assembler exomples ore on the disk.
Line highlights ore now possible ond VERY, VERY useful. You tell QD whot kind
of highlights ore required ond it will highlight these lines in red poper. lt ccn,
for exomple, highlight oll ossembler comments (; or n), oll BASIC Functions ond
Procedures (which 6 is o kind of visuol

The GOTO label/proclfn ore now better occessible. We hove olso
introduced o GOTO Userdefined list. This meons, you define o string for
which QD loolcs and oll the lines contoining this text ore put lnto the
GOTO list (in foct, only the bit of the line ofter the string). This is veqy
useful to creote lists of oll sorts, just use llEMorks or other
longuoge.dependent combinotions (C...)
We hove odded scroll orrows next to every numericol volue entry in oll
menus -you will find this very useful if you use the mouse quite o lot.
PRlNTing hos been completely redone. You con print os before, or vio

lines with ">' in the
ters (useful for mes-
PBOX etc.) ond, of
fined string. This will
contoining the string you gove - quite o nect woy of doing o seorch,
it"
which con be popped up with the right mouse button hos olso been
much eosier to hondle thon previous cursordependent functions.
mojor chonges, plus vorious minor ones, of course. You will get o
just odditionol poges.

"folding'), or ony
first three choroc-
soge editing,
course, userde-
highlight oll lines
if you think obout
"Context" menu
introduced. This is
These ore the
new monuol, not

The upgrode price is EM 39,90 for owners of qP9, nnd nM 4.9,SCI fon owners s$ oldenversisn$.
Fleose return nno$ter QD disk for upgrode" A new QD98 still costs only Dfu{ X 25,-

r="-* a- t t*=*t
Postoge ond pcckoge [Germony] DM 8,99 (if totol vslue of goods is up to DM 5O,- then only DM 5,99). [€urope] DM 14,5O (if

fravem. L s8-s4,- (Ep)
x Les seE-bend te3
bro,5 curg-de
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Gee Graphies! (0n the At?) - Fart I
Building a Tetrahedron inside the QL
I-ierb Schaaf

Qucstion: How do you de
scribe a tetrahedron?
Answer, A polyhedron of four
faces.
lf {and only if?) you already
know what a tetrahedron is,

then you might be able to
understand the descriptions
and definitions given here.
There seems to be an tnverse
relation between ihe comple-
xity of the object and the dif-
ficulty of defining the word The
rnore complex polyhedron is
made up of faces (which can
be polygonsi, and those poly-
gons in iurn consist of a sur
face enclosed by joined seg
ments of lines whrch exist
between pornts.

What are points, lines, faces
tpolygons), and poiyhednons?
Point' is one of those words
that we all seem to understand
but find difficult to define My
old Webster's 5th Collegiate
Dictronary gives the noun over
a quarter page of rneanings
before going on to describe
the verb The word 'line' in the
same dictionary uses more
space, and 'face' takes even
more room.'Polygon'is a very
short entry, and polyhedron'
shorter still

Please be patient with me,
When setting up arrays in the
QL to describe a tetrahedron,
l'm going to use the term ver
tex (where 2 ar more lines
meet) instead of point, and use
the term edge (where 2 or
more faces meet) instead of
line segment, and use the term
face rather than polygon This
classic regular tetrahedron will
have 4 vertices, 4 faces which
are equilateral triangles, and 6
edges of equal length You

might say that it looks like a

pyramid with a triangular base I

want to avoid the term srde
since it can be ambiguous;
"side' can refer to an edge of a
face or to a face of a polyhe-
dron.

Since we are visualizing our
tetrahedron 'inside" the QL, it
helps i{ we think of our monitor
or TV box as the place where
the QL displays it for us I usual
ly think of the x-axis as lhe
horizontal axis which increases
in value as it goes from left to
right By the same token the
y axis is vertical and increases
in value from bottom to top. I

think of the z-axis as going into
the monitor from near to far or
in other words from the glow
rng screen and rncreasing in

value as it disappears out the
back o{ the monrtor: This ar
rangement is known as a left-
handed system.

l-eft-handed or Right-handed?
To define the handedness of a

system choose a hand and
hold it so that, the index finger
rs extended parallel to your
forearm, the middle finger is

perpendicular to your palm, and
the thumb is perpendicular to
both the index and middle fin-

Vertex#

gers Think of the index finger
as the x-axis, the middle finger
as the y-axis, and the thumb as
the z axrs, with your fingernails
and thumbnail pointing in the
positive direction. By one con
vention, angles are measured
around an axis of rotaiion by
aligning the extended thumb of
that hand in the positive direc
tion of and parallel to the axis
of rotation; your ring finger and
little finger will na{urally curl in

the positrve direction around
that axrs of rotation. There are
other conventions, but l'll try tc
stick wrth this one {or now

Locating points in three
dirnensionat (3 D) space
lmagine that x, y, and z were all

equal to zero; this can be re-
presented as a point described
by the triplet (0, 0, 0) lmagine
this point being located inside
the middle of the monitor box
so that it would be halfway
from left to right, halfway from
bottom to top {rf you said
halfway from top to bottonrr
that would be a right handed
system), and half way from
tront{near) to back(far).
HSM Coxeter's book "Regular

Polytopes" has tables and
values for many rnteresting
geometric solids; we can use
the following DATA set from
page 52 ol his book for the 4

vertices (points) of a regular
tetrahedron:

x v z Worddescriotion
I
2
?

4

T2
11L2

L4
)')
z4
^lJ4

1

2

3
/-

5

6

l_

t
--L

1 1 right, top, far
-1 -1 right, bottom, near
1 -1 1eft, top, near

-1 -1 l- left, botton, far

The edges are between two points at a time, all combinations
of 2 points from the set of 4 points:

Edge# Beginning Vertex Ending Vertex
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The 4 faces contain all the
combinations of 3 vertices at a
time from the set of 4 vertices:

Face# Ver-Lex Numbers
L 1r2,3
2 L,2,/,
3 113,4
lr 2" 3, It

We could also have an array
that contained the faces de-
scribed as a collection of en-
closing edges:

Face# Edse_Ngn&erg
11)a
L L' A, L

)14'1
- Lt lt )

3 2'6'3
4 +rOr)

Suppose we now create a

series of arrays in the QL to
hold this data which describes
the tetrahedron in 3-D.
We could DIM tetrahedron-ver-
tices(4,3) since the QL allows
the array name to be as long
as 127 characters; to keep it
simple let's abbreviate and use
DIM t-v{4,3) with the 4 referring
to the 4 points. Since the QL's
option base is zero in arrays
we actually have another
zeroth "phantom point" which
can come in handy. The 3 then
refers to elements of the array
that contain the x, y, and z co-
ordinates respectively for each
point, and again we have a
"spare dimension" in the zeroth
place.

We create a floating point array
because we will be applying
mathematical manipulations to
these vertex values in order to
perform rotation, translation,
and scaling transformations in

3-D space
Now we can DIM t-e*v%(6,2)
as an rnteger array for the 6
edges, defining an edge as lhe
segment between two points
(vertices) from the auay t-v
This is a list of the 2 vertices
that go with each of the 5
edges. We use the 7o to speci-
fy these as integers and thus

use less of the QL's memory.
Extending this idea we can DIM
t-f *v%{4,3) for the 4 faces,
defining a face as the collection
of 3 connected vertices This is
a lrst of the 3 vertices that go
with each of the 4 faces.
3o far: so good, and trust me, ii
will get more complicated
Other possibly useful arrays will
link'

the edges that go wilh each
vertex DIM t v-e7o(4,3),
the edges that go with each
face DIM t-f-e7o{4,3),
the faces that go with each
edge DIM t-e-{%(6,2),
the faces that go with each
vertex DIM t*v_f%(4,3)

Another handy array to have is

one to hold values for the
"equation of the plane" and the
"normal' for each of the faces.
This will use f loating point
values, and might end up
something like'
DIN/ t-eqn(4,10)

Translation, notation, and
scaling.
These are the three simple
transformations that are often
combined with another three
(shearing, reflection, and per-
spective) by the use of matri-
ces. I haven't gotten that far
yet, but maybe before this
series is finished?
Translation is similar to PAN
(x-axis) and SCR0LL (y-axis)
and relocates the object in

Spscs; you could think of it as
sliding or shifting the object
parallel to one of the 3 axes.
Rotation changes the orienta-
tion of the object by revolving
the object around a given axis.
Scaling is a change in overall
size that has an eftect similar to
zooming.

SuperBASle listing
"Tetrahedron_bas"
fry the listing 'Tetrahedron-bas'

and see the effects of the

three simple transformations.
There is a menu so you can
louch the key enclosed in 'l I'
to rndicate your choice. When
the prompt asks you to
'[NTER' a value, put in the
number and then touch the
'FlrlTFR'kov

lRlotations are in degrees, and
any value f rom 570000 to
+570000 or so should be 0K
Try values like 15, 30, 45 90
and 180 where you know aboirt
what to expect. Confirm to
your own satisfaction that the
convention described earlier
{or positive angles in a left
handed sysle m is being fol
lowed.

lSlcale {actors larger than 1 will
enlarge the obiect and {actors
smaller than 1 will reduce the
object A negative factor in

verts everything; try 1 to see
the effect. A factor of zero re-
duces everything to a single
point, and that's all you will see
of it after thatl
The "box" we are viewing is

only a 4 bv 4 space, so small
values from -2 to +2 for the
translaiions will do nicely

iTlranslations along the z axis
seern to have no effect, until
you follow them with a lRlota
tion about the x or y axis
when you will see that a

change has been made.
From the plriginal values try
the following ssQusnco:

fTlranslate x 2, lSlcale ,5,

lRlotate y 90, [R]otale x 45
Alter you have oriented and
located the tetrahedron, lAlni
mation of a crude sort will ge
nerale a sequence of images
that could be stored as a series
of "frames' for a movie. I hope
to get to movie making in a

later article. Start with values
around 12 degrees or so per
f rame and then experiment
with larger and smaller values
to see what dif lerence it
makes.
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I hope you will have seen a ln the next article I hope to PS: Any of our UNIX or
tetrahedron in your very own show more general procedures X-window folks looked at ico
QL, and that you were able to that will lei us build and and/or ico? ?

manipulate and move it in 3 manipulate all 5 of the Platonic
drmensions. Solids in the QL.

100 REMark Tetrahedron-bas
l-10 REMark H L Schaaf December 9, l-998
120 REMark to go with Gee Graphies #8 in QL Today
130 :

140 initi.alize : draw-solid l_f*v% : transforns_demo
]*54 :

150 DEFine PR0Cedure inltialize
170 set*screen : set-inks
180 rearl vertex data : make-faee_verterllst
L9A find face-centers : sort_face_zs
200 END DEFine initialize
2L0 :

220 DEFine PR0Cedure transforms-demo
230 REPeat demo*loop
240 transform-$enu
250 IF ans$:=r'qn : E'XIT demo-1oop
25A CLS : draw*sol-id t-f-v%
270 PRINT #0; rrfspace barl for menu't : PAUSE

280 IND REPeat demo*loop
290 INK 7
300 END DEFine transforms*d,emo
370 :

320 DEFine PR0Cedure set-screen
330 graspix = 7/2
3/,0 IF VIER$ == ilJSUil THEN graspix = 344/5t*9
3rO ir ((VER$ == UHBAU) 0R (vER$ -- uJSL1tr)) THn\l graspix = t76/645
360 IF graspix == 1/2 THElrI PRINT i'ldhat ROil are you using ?":PAUSE
37A WIND0l,l 5I2, 200,0, 0 : PAPER 0 : INK 7 : MODfi 4
380 tIINDOhl #0, 5L2, 55, A, 200 : PAPER #0, 0 : INK #0, 4 : CLS #0
390 horz-to-vert = 5L2/204 : fiXMark the window size in pixels
400 vert*sca1e = 4
/+70 horz*r,ridth = (vert_scale / (2OO-7)) x (lfZ-f) x graspix
/r20 SOALX vert-sca1e, -hora*width/2, -vet:t-scate/2
43CI CLS

440 END DEFi-ne set-screen
4ra :

460 ngFi,ne PR0Cedure read-verterdata
470 RESToRI 560
480 DIM t*v(4,3)
490 FoRi = 1T0Dlm{(t_v)
500 FoR j=1T0 3
570 RIAD t_v(i,j)
520 END FoR j
530 n{D roR i
540 END DEFine read-verterdata
550 ;

560 REllark Original DATA set for tetrahedron from Coxeter
570 DATA 1, 7, 1
580 DATA L, -L, -1
590 DATA *1, 1, -1
600 DATA *L, -L, L
c)IU :

620 DEFine PR00edure transforrnienu
630 crs #0
640 PRINT #0;"[T]ranslation, lRlotatlon, lSlealing, 'i;
65CI PRINT #0;"[0]riginal data, lAlnimation or [Q]uit ?r'
660 ans$=INKIY$(-1)
5?0 ans-irum = C0DE(ans$)i40D 32
680 SELect 0N ans-nurn
690 = 1 : moti-on$ = "Spin around 'r :spin*around
700 =L5: initialize
71:0 -- 17 : CLS #0 : RETurn
720 = 18 : get*variables : rotate t-v, axis-num, anount
73A = 2O : get-variables : translate t_v, axis-fium, amount
740 = 19 : zoom t-v
Vrj = RTMAINDER : G0 T0 560
760 n{D SEl,ect
770 nND DEFlne transfonrLnenu
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780 :

790 DEFine PRO0edure get_variables
800 fF ans_num = l-B : motiong="Rotation about rr

810 fF ans_num = 18 : neasure$=il degrees rl

820 IF ans_nurn = 20 : motiong=rrJlanslation along il

830 IF ans*nwir = 20 '" rneasure$=t' amount rl

840 get-axis
850 INPUT #0;fiENTER rt&measure$&il of rt&motion$&ans$&tt axisrr,amount
860 END DEFine get-variables
870 :

880 DEFine PROCedure get_axis
890 PRINT #0; motion$; "which axis; lxl, lyl, or [z] ?'t
900 ans$ = INi{EY$(-1)
910 axis__num . (C0DE(ansg) MOD 32 ) - 23
920 IF((axis*num( 1) 0R( axis-nun, I )): CtS#0: G0T0890
910 END DEFine get*axis
940 :

950 DEFine PR00edure translate(array, axls-run, shift_amount)
960 FOR i = 1 T0 DIMN(array)
970 array(i,axis*num) = array(i,axls--num) + shift-amount
980 NND FOR i
990 find-face*centers : sort*face_zs
1000 END DEFine translate
1010 :

1020 DEFine PRO0edure rotate(arrayraxis_num,turn-amount)
L\A DIM temp(3)
-LU4U rot_f = - Mutlurn*amountj
7A5O sumin = (axis_nwn MOD 3) + l-
1050 difi:r = (sumin 1.{0D J ) + l-
1070 cos-r : C0S(rot-r) : sin-*r = SIN(rot-r)
1080 FOR i =1T0 DIMN(array)
1090 temp(axis--num) = array(i,axis-num)
1100 temp(sumin)=array(i,surnin)xsqg*r + array(irdifin)xs1nj.
1110 temp(aifin).array(i,difin)*sqs*r - array(i,sumin)xsin*r
L72A FOR j -r T0 3
LL3O amay(i,;) = tenp(i)
r-r-4.0 END FoR j
LASA END FOR 1

1150 finLface-centers : sort-face-zs
1170 END DEFine rotate
1180 :

1190 DEFine PRO0edure zoom(array)
1200 cls#o
12t0 INPU|#O;rrEnter Scaling factortrrzoonufac
7220 FOR i=1 T0 DIMN(array)
1234 FoRj = 1T0 3
12/+0 array(i,i)=array(i,i) x zoom-fac
].250 BND FoR j
T260 END FOR i
1270 find-face-centers : sort-face-zs
1280 END DEFine zoom
7290 :

1300 DEFine PR0Cedure make_face*verterlist
L3I0 DIM t-f-vg(4,3)
1320 RnMark 4 faces, J vertices each
1330 RXST0RE X350
U40 RlMark vertices ordered for counter-clockwise closure
7350 DLrA 3,2,L, r,2,4, 4,3,1, 4,3,2
1360 FoR i = 1 T0 DrMN(t_f_vU)
7370 FORj=1T03
UBO READ t-f*v$( i, j )
L39c END FOR J
1400 ElD FoR i
1410 END DEFi-ne make_face_vertetlist
7/*20 :

14J0 DEFine PR0Cedure find-face-centers
L44A DIM t*f*c(4,3)
1450 REMark to hold the xryrz values for face centers
1it60 REMark and to deternine order for drawing each face
1470 REMark for each face
1480 FORi= 1T04
7/$o DrM sumxyz(J)
1500 REMark and for each vertex in that face
Lrrj FoRj=1T03
1520 Rf,Mark and for each of the coordinates
I53o FORk=1T03



1540 REMark add thern together
1550 sumxyz(t) = sumxyz(k) + t*v(t_t_v/"(i,j),k)
L56O END FOR K
7570 END FoR j
1580 REMark then take the average of the tbree values
L590 FOR k = l_ T0 3
1600 t-f*c ( i,k) =sunxyz (k) /3
]-610 END FOR K
162A END FOR i
1630 END DEFine find*face_centers
L640 :

1650 DEFine PRoCedure set_inks
1660 DIM nks(4)
l-670 REMark use 4 colors, one per face
r.680 REST0RE 1690
l-690 DATA 2, /r, ? , 242
1700 REMark red, green, white, gold
1710 FOR i = i_ T0 4
L72CI READ nks(i)
1734 END T'OR i
174"0 END DEFine set-inks

L760 DEFine PROCedure sort_face_zs
l-770 REMark arrange faces by z-value of face-centers
1780 REMark put t-f-c(i,3)'s in order, showing most positive first
1790 REMark create index array of pointers for sorting z values
l-800 DIMzsort(4): FORi=1T0/r: zsort(i) =i: ENDFORi
1810 REPeat short-sort
l-820 swaps = 0
1B3O FORi=2T04
Xglro IF t_f_c(zsort(i-1),3),t_f*c(?,sort(i),3) THEN
1850 swaps = 6waps + L
1860 swap zsort(i-1) , zsort(i)
1B7O END IT'
I-8BO END FOR i
1890 IF N0T(swaps) r EXIT short-sort
l-900 END REPeat short-sort
191-0 END DEFine sort-face*zs
1920 

'l-930 DEFine PR00edure draw-solid ( f_v_array)
1940 REMark at least one face (the most distant) will always be hidden
L950 FOR i = 2 T0 DlMN(f-v-aryay)
1960 ii = zsort(i) : INK nks(ii) : FILL 1
1970 P0INT t-v(f-v*array(ii,J),1),t_v(f_v-array(ii,3),2)
1980 FORj=1T03
1990 LINE T0 t-v(f_v_aruay(ii,j),1),t_v(f_v_array(ii,j),2)
2000 END FoR j
201_0 FltL 0
2A2A END FOR i
2030 END DEFine draw-solid
2040 :

2050 DEFine PRO0edure swap (n1, n2)
2A6A n1 * nl- + n2 r n2 = n1 - n2 : nl- = n1 - n2
2070 END DEFine swap
anon .

2090 DEFine PR0Cedure spin*around
2100 cls#O
2l-10 get-axis
2!2A INPUT#0;"ANTER Degrees per frame of anirnation ?',,frame_shift
2L30 CrS #0
zLl+A PRIM #0; frane-shift; CttRg(186);
2L5A PRIIiT #0;tlper frame around tbe ";ansgir axi"srr,
2t6A PRtrNf#O;"lESCl to stopri
2L7A R[Peat spin-loop
2L80 rotate t*vraxis-numrframe-shift
2190 CLS
2200 draw-soliil t-f-v%
2210 REMark ehange the INKEY$ value for display tirne per frame
2220 IF INKEY$(B) == cnR$(27) : EXIT spiuloop
2234 END REPeat spin*loop
2240 END DEFine spin-around
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Wordscheck, Convert PCX {PCX graphics conversion utility), Sinrple Mlailrnerge (for
Archive and EasyBase), The Cat {multi column directory listeri, lmage Processor (graphics
program for QL), Screen Snatcher (screen picture capture system), Super Disk Labeller
and Super Disk lndexer

DKW &tamageF..,o"",.o"S I 4.95
Utility to help to run awkward (and even not so awkward) software from sub-directories
or hard disk, especially suitable for use with syslems including the DtV lacility and wrth
Qubide s SI.JB tacility Pornter driven

Deskjet*45.n..ouu..."& 3 $'. 95
Print half size pages side by side on HP Desklet printers, useful for making booklets etc
Pointer driven

Miraf, Qraphfias Frimtetr,....&3 4.95
Catalogue your QL screens clipart collection with this utility which prints thumbnails by
the pageful! Pointer driven.

Hasyffias€.o."."o..s1 4'95 ffiffi Wffi
lf you have been looking for a really simple to use database program with no bells and
whistles, just really easy to use for storing names and addresses, lists etc this rs the one
for you lmport from/export to Archive if required

All programs available on disk only - please speeify ffiffi on F{D disk reqL,ired
(will be suBplied 0n HA disks unless speeified),
Payrnent by cheque 0r Huroeheque {$terling} pa}rablc to ffi,ffinanagh, 0r
furthen details frorn:

ilannen ffinanagh, Q-e elt Softwane, The Faleonry, G[enmae rl&ss,
G|endalough, C0. Wie klowr, Republic of |reland"

Teh{+353} 404-4.5319 Fax: {+353} 404-4555m
Ernail: Q*Cffi LT dlotrnail "eom

0R danrenbranagh@hotrnail,eomr

Q-eelt ean supply Znd-User Qt-Handware suehl as Trump e al,ds, Falkenberg
Keyboard l/F's, unexpanded original 8!-'s ete . Just wrlte CIr eall!
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$$ew ffiffi Dr8ves
tufark Knrght

At the recent Portishead work-
shop I obtained a pair of ED

{loppy drives f rom WN Richard-
son with a view to reducing the
number of floppy disks needed
to back up my hard disks This
article is to summarise my ex
periences of these drives {rom
fitting to daily use in the short
time since I obtained them. I

also intend to repeat some in-
formation that may be helptulto
anyone thinking of buying HD

or [D drives for use with a QL
First I should describe the sys-
tem into which these drives
were fitted, I have a PC mini-
tower case, A Schon PC style
keyboard rnterface and key
board, Q-Plane, a Gold Card
and QUBIDE with two Conner
hard disks, one of eighty-five
megabytes and the other one
hundred and eighieen rnega-
bytes. The old floppy drives
are twin Sony HD drives, very
quiet in operation and in the
eighteen months or so since I

bought them completely trou
ble {ree. The Sony drives have
the usual beige front panels to
match the minitower but by the
time I reached Bill he only had
FD drives with black front pa

nels Although I would have
prefered lhe drives to match
my case the colour is a minor
niggle, and of course for rnany

QL users black would be the
better choice,
The new drives are from Mitsu
bishi with the same model num-
ber but with slightly different
revision numbers and jumper

settings. One has two choices
of lumper settings for the drive
select, DSO and DS1, equivalent
to flpl- and flp2- on a QL; the
other has an additional setting
of DS2, equal to flp3- on a QL
The drives are slightly heavier
than the Sony rnechanisms and

visibly better shielded, with me
tal covers on areas of the drive
exposed on the Sonys. As I re-
gard the Sony drives as very
good the greater weight and
visibly better construction of
the Mitsubishis was a surprise.
Both were set to DS1 in the
factory, so after changrng one
to DSO I set about opening up
ihe minitower
Fitting was simply a matter of
removing the old drives, fitting
the new ones in their places
and then plugging the power
leads and ribbon dala cables
into the equivalent sockets.
Switching on and attempting to
boot gave no joy, the drive
lights carne on and stayed on
and the QL booted from the
hard disk even though flpl-
contained a disk with a BO0T
program on it. Attempts to
obtain a directory using DIR all
gave "Not found" errors and
both drive lights glowed conti-
nuously.
This is usual with drives if the
data cable is fitted the wrong
way round, so I powered down
and reversed the ribbon cable;
booting from the new drives
then proceeded smoothly, lt is

typical of so called standardisa
tion in the computer rndustry
that drives from two manufac-
turers needed the data cable
fitted with opposite alignment
Once working the new drives
surprised me by being even
quieter than the Sony drives;
with disk drives a low noise le-

vel is one sign of good quality.

Some familiar wlth drive history
on the QL may remember that
Mitsubishi drives have given
trouble in the past with QL disk
conirollers, notably the compa-
ny's early DD drives and also
one batch of their [D drives,
which had a bug in the built in

drive firmware. To counter the
bug both the Gold Card and
the Super Gold Card ROMs
contain special code to work

round i1, activated by the
quaintly narned FLP*JIGGL[
command. Setting:
FIP_JIGGLE O

...switches otf the special code
and makes drive access
quicker while,
FLP_JIGGLE ]-

...makes the errant drives work
properly at a small cost in ac-
cess speed. As the bug was
only present in one {admittedly
large) batch of drives f i'om
Milsubishi I kept to the
FLP-JIGGLE 0 setting, assum-
ing that Mitsubishi would have
fixed the bug; this proved to be
the case Read your Gold Card
or Super Gold Card manual for
m^r^ infnrmriinn rhnr rirrurL illruilituUUIr Ouuur
FLP-JIGGLE, though you pro

bably won't need it Do not use
FLP*JIGGLI 1 with DD or HD

drives or with ED drives not
made by h/itsubrshi; it will make
perfectly sound disk drives un
reliable
The first day or so of testing
was lairly intensive as I had a

lot of disk copying to do, not
specifically for this article but
because I was preparing new
versions of several sof tware
products to send to beta tes
ters. I had no [D disks but used
a lot of DD and HD disks I had

no trouble reading, writing or
formatting DD or HD disks
Often users of tD and HD

drives have mistaken problems
with the floppy disk drivers for
problems with hardware. The
problems usually result from
either not using FLP-JlGGLt
wiih ihe bugged FD drives or
from trying io fcrmat and use
HD disks without iaking some
precautions. These problems
arise because of persistent
bugs in the floppy drivers for
the Gold Card family of pro

ducts as well as in SMSQ and
SMSQIE This should perhaps
be expected; remember the
old drivers only had to deal
with DD disks, single srded or
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double sided, and no subdirec-
tories; the new drivers must
deal with HD, ED and DD disks
as well as subdirectories and
automatic detection o{ the disk
densily and drive parameters,
which vary much more than
they used to.
The new drivers don't just de-
tect when the disk in the drive
has been changed, they must
also detect the density of the
rliclz \A/han \/n r! rrca thn l-\lD nrvrJr\. vvrrurr yvu UJU ttt! u[\ vt
WDIR comnrand, the driver will
first assume the disk has not
changed; if it has it will try the
same density, then [D if the
disk wasn't ED, if it can't read it
that way it tries HD and if that
tails it will finally try a DD read,
first double sided then single
sided: only if all these fail will
you get a "not found" or "bad or
changed medium"error As well
as all this there are different
step rates for stepping bet-
ween tracks on a disk and
startup times of drives also
vary from one manufacturer to
another
Given all this it is amazing that
ihe automated process ever
works, but most of the iime it
works fine. 0n some hardware
setups there can be great pro

blems formatting HD disks
properly, though there is a fix
lor this lf you just put in a DD

disk and type the standard,
fornat f1p1*
...command what happens?
Well firsi the driver tries to for
mat the first track of the disk,
track zero, as an tD track, if
this fails it tries that track as an
HD track and only when that
has also failed will it try the DD

format. Once this succeeds it
will assume the rest of the disk
is DD as well (seems reasona-
ble) and continue with the
format on that basis.
Obviously typing the same for
mat command with an HD disk
in the drive will try an tD for
mat first, then try HD and when

that succeeds it should format
the resi of the disk as HD and
give no trouble. Formatting an
tD disk should actually be
quicker than the others since
there is no other forrnat to at-
tempt first.

Ali this is fine in lheory, and nc
doubt it works perfectly on the
hardware Tony Tebby used
when he developed the disk
device drivers, but on some
hardware setups it doesn't. The
resull is that HD disks are often
not formatted correctly, though
nobody seems to know why.
The way round it is simply to
use some rarely documented
extra facilities of the FORMAT
command on the Gold Card
and Super Gold Card {i am
assured these are present in

SMSQ and SMSQ/[). Note that
the facilities I am about to
describe may not be present
on all systems, so try them and
see. lf you have an early Gold
Card ROM you may need to
upgrade (though quite how I am
not sure, contact Vliracle Sys-
tems for details).
The device driver will recog
nise extra parameters passed
to it to overrule the automatic
density detection, separated by
the '*' {asterisk) character like
this,

format t'f1pl*Ptt
..which makes the device driver
try a DD format only and give
up immediately if it fails {Note
that the quotes are needed in

this instance as otherwise the
"*" character is interpreted as
part of a multiplication expres-
sion and as a name to format
the expression becomes inva-
lid) To sepcify HD use,
format ttflpLxHrr
and logically enough for tD

USO:

format rrflpl-.)(EI
It is very unlikely you will ever
need rt but the additional para-

meter available is the single
sided double density format,

given by'
format rrflpl*5tt
lf you wish to give the disk a

volume name, as usual up tc
ten characters, rt is simply in-

serted before the asterisk, like
this:
fornat rrfl-p1-Fractal-s*Hn

...and you don't need to pad out
the name so that the "x" is the
eleventh character of the name,
as incorrectly stated in many
/-^lJ /-^.,.J/C,,^^. /-^l,J /-^-A\lutu udtu/ Jupgt uutu \,dtu
manuals. I am told the SMSQ
and SMSQ/E format command
works in exactly the same way,
though only the QL version
supports ED disks. lf you have
trouble with HD disks then
always format them this way
and the trouble usually vani-
shes instantly Turning off the
automatic density detection in

this way prevents most of the
lrouble with HD and [D disks lt
also speeds up matters if a

disk is faulty and can't be for-
matted as it prevents the
system trying alternative for-
mats in a determined attempt
to do as requested and format
the disk
Anyway, knowing this may be
one of the reasons I have
never had trouble with HD

disks using rny old HD drives,
and why I had no trouble using
HD disks with the new tD
drives.
After a few days I obtained
some second-hand ED disks
and to my strrprise I couldn't
get any of them to format to
the full 6400/6400 sectors I

tried each disk several times
but no ioy; on a hunch I tried
tlp2* All the disks formatted
perfectly first time in flp2- to
6400/6400 sectors tlpl* was
able to read and write these
same disks but reformalting
them always gave less than
the full 6400 sectors
Advice from Tony Firshman
was that this was due to flpl-
being a dud. As Tony has been
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building and testing all the
boxed and powered drives lor
Bill he was able to assure me
that this was the only one so
far to be faulty just my luck to
get the dodgy one
The next test was obvious for
mo, as I recently backed up my
hard disk to a set of HD disks;
using The Knight Safe with
ccmpression switched on this
required seven HD disks, six of
,^,hinh {inichn.l , '^ nnmnln+n1,,
vv r il\,r r ilr ilJrcu uP tzuil tptgtgty
full with very little space on the
last. When I used tD disks it
required four the last of which
was hardly used, The whole
operation proceeded very
smoothly and I was impressed
by the eNtra speed o{ writing
to the tD disks
A timed test was done, loading
a small animation program with
a large animation file frorn both
HD and tD disks This con
{irmed the theory, taking
(roughly in each case) thirty six
seconds to load from DD disk,

eighteen seconds to load from
HD and nine seconds from ED.

Precise timings aren't important
so I didn't do further timed
tests, but the improved feel of
loading and saving on tD disks
is signi{icant I did find the extra
speed very noticable when
loading large files from ED disk
and this was easy to get used
to. lt seemed to lake an age
waiting for the same files to
l^-rl I'^- +h^ ^l^'", nn .J;^1,-rudu iluil t il,u Jluvv t-,/t-l utj^5
af terwards.
The extra capacity of tD disks
is useful and I found I was able
to pack a lot of working soft
ware onto a disk when experi
menting A copy of Turbo with
source code to several pro-
grams, along with compiled
versions, notes and manuals in

the form of text files could be
packed into the subdirectory
structure on one disk and still
leave plenty of space for
expansion. I won't be using ED

floppy disks this way myself
because rny twin hard disks
are even bigger and very much
faster but I tried it out for the
sake of readers o{ this article.
With over 2 2 times the capa-
city o{ l-iD disks [D disks are
handy for my hard disk back-
ups and that is really why I was
interested.
Previously the prices of [D
drives put me off, but as good
quality HD drives currently cost
around [20 and this batch of
tD drives are just [30 I think
lhey are worthwhile. [ven if the
supply o{ ED disks dries up
completely in the next f ew
months as rumours suggest
once I have enough for my
own purposes I can use the
drives with HD and DD disks
for normal use. lf you have
been thinking of obtaining tD
drives for a while now rs

definitely the trrne to do so
K

Asse,frb8y Lamguas€

Frognammin$ - Fart 3
lVorrnan Dunbar

An Apology
I have to apologise to all of you who were

(eagerly?) awaiting parl 3 ol the series in the last
issue of QL Today. Due to circumstances beyond
my controi - re my work - I was repeatedly sent
away and had absolutely no chance to put the
article together To compound matters further I

was then away on two weeks holiday in Mexico,
(We left to come home on Monday and Hurricane
Mitch arrived on Wednesdayl)

At the point where I knew I was not going to
have the article ready, I sent an email to Dilwyn at
his work - un{orlunately he had major problems
with his work's email system and never got it!

Luckily, he did get a later one sent to his home
email account.

So, my apologies to all concerned, let's hope it
doesn't happen again. I arn actually writing this
part of the article while in a hotel in Cheltenham,
yes, I have been sent away again so this article
is being written on a laptop.

Bugs
ln part 2, page 31, of QL Today there is an incor

rect instruction. At the top of the page, there is an
example of the CMPI instruction The line shouid
read ,

CMPI.size #data,destinati-on and not
CMP. s ize #data, destination
0n page 35, I discuss the 'Decrement and

branch UNLFSS condition' instructions that will be
appearing in the following article {this one) This
should of course read 'Decrement and branch
UNTIL condition'

These errors were mine and no blame should
be attached to anyone elsel

More Eranches
At the end of part 2, I lett you wrth a promise

that the DBcc instructions would be explained in

this part, but just before we do that, there is the
BSR instruction This means 'Branch io Sub Rou-
tine' and acts very much like GOSUB in Super
Basic {an instruction I have never used in Super-
Basic, but use almost in every program in

assembler strange that.)

B$R comes in 2 sizes - byte and word The
format is:

RN &X- Fodoy
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ProWesS is a new user environment {or the QL
ProWesS is short for "PROGS Window Managei'. I

but it is much more than that. Apart from a new:
window manager, t contains all the system
ertersions 'rom PROGS, ano is essenriat if you
want io run programs wl.ich need these
enensions.
The ProWesS reader ,s a major part of the
package, It is a hypertext document browser, This I

meals that text files which include formatling
commands (including pictures) and possibly links
to other files can be displayed and read in thisl
program This is used in ProWesS to read (and
possrb'y pr;nt) the manuals, and display the help
f ies. The hypertext documents wl"ich are used by
the ProWesS reader are in HTML format, the
format which is popular on lniernet to displayr
World Wide Web pages.
Another impodant aspect of ProWesS is the
possrbility 1o allow programs to automatical,y
irslall themselves on your system. and to tle able
to run them wirhout resefiing the system. This
means that. when you get a new prograr^n. ail you
have to do is insert the disk and lndicate "start the j

program in flp'l_'. a "nenL option in the 'utilir,es"
button. To ;nstall a program. you indicate "install
software , and the software can be added to your
system. This way, you dont need to know how tol
wrrte a boot file to use the multi-tasking i
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ProWesS includes many programmils librar:es. t rnrr--J^^j--
These include syslib. an inierfice to thioperating Lll\ E {,trC5 t$n
system. oROfoima. a vector graphics'svsleml ^--- 

Lr
alrowtnf renaering oorh "";;r#;';;d ";';#; 

c-re_ate artistic drawings, technical drawings, process.bitmaps
/ria a nrinrer r{ri,er) Thp naiai.J" ;;;i;fi"l (even scale and rotate theml), and any kind of vector(via a printer driver), The DATAdesisn ensine is, !'-::ii-:".7^,:'l:-':::'-__::Jl'i,, qrru qrrv nrrru ur vcut

ilso pirt of proweris. I i";';;;i;#t ;;Y#;J;,.drawings. You can use srpahics objects io create lhe most
sysrein with a bonus, ns you Joni-"o;;;;;-; l1lylgut drawings ever seen. Because LlNEdesign is avector
klv ti"ia, V", g;i; pff;'iii;"J,io'"j.*ii*" a-*; lgyins program, ,anv part .of the picture can be. moved,

mdniputation'exterision r;';#'j;&;;; il; scaled, rotated' slanted without any loss ol precision or
alreaby use. Of course it atso iieluiel"Fi"'w6rd resolutionr ln llNEdesign, .pictures are device independ.ant,

itseti, ihe new resoturion i.aijb,j"i""t;;;";]l:-?linsthattheprintoutwill bethesameonanyprinter(e.9.
manaser, " "--" :fl[",:'l:ll9 it'li"l); -.--,,--

listings always allow perforation. PFlist can create i program for making leaflets, posters, and any kind oi printed
your listings in two colurnns and in iandscape (or work. Lols of clipart and extra fonts are available from public
bolh). domain libraries and BBS's. You can even impod Adobe

Easy to use program to create listings on any andfull paragraphsonthepage.All thefontscanbedisplayed
printor (especially inkjet and laser). This ProWesS at any size, rotation, etc. All the fonts which are available to
applicaiion allows vor.r to indicate the tiles whicn ProWesS can be used in LlNEdesiqn.applicaiion allods yor-r to indicat6 the tiles whicr ProWesS can be used in LlNEdesign.
havetobeprinled. Each column conlains afooter LlNEdesign is a drawing program, but it can also be used by
which can includethe filename and filedate. Thetpeople who are not good at drawing. LlNEdesign is a great
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lllustrator files.
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File search utility with many use{ul options, like
the choice lo search only files with a cefiarn

f;f,"n?lonoJn!"s,in:' Ri, ";||!:efx:."'":Y 
-if;3 

DATAdesrgru
searchstring will be displayed with line number or ..
offset. yori can alsd use soecial matchrno Never before has it been sc easy to create, fill in and maintain
features, like case dependent, matching a spacE your personal-dalabqses To start a new.file, just. type .the
with a siretch of whitdspace, and searc"hinsltor u I !uTj!-_of-ll: rylq: T9 3!a o,r aglg!9 
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can have a hidden comment for each record, look at the file in
"'"''_:'.'::'.--",.-:,i^:'"1.'-: labulated form and transfs datato the scrap or hotkey buffer.font and cjnvert Adobe Type t and simtlar fonts F]i"! 

"un 
be memory based (lor speed) <ir disk ba6ed (ior

for use in ProWesS, safetyl.
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BSR.S label 0r
BSR label

Label is the destination of the subrouiine to be
executed. BSR is a PC relative instruction rn that
the destinatron is relative to the program c0unter

alihough it does not really look it
The size of the instruction, byte or word, de

fines the size of the displacement from the FC of
the following instruction to the address of label.
This displacement is added to the PC and the
next instruction execuled is the one at that ad
dress (or PC + dispiacement) As the displace
ment is signed, the byte sized BSR can 'gosub

128 to +127 byles from the PC while the word
sized BSR can 'gosub' 32,168lo +32,767 bytes
from the PC.

At this point, a small exampie will maybe make
things a bit clearer Consider this chunk of (use
less) code. lt serves no useful purpose apart
from showing the use of BSR (and a few ol the
other instructions we have already discussed).

Read through lhe tollowing code and at the
end I shall explain what it is doing. The only
instruction not yet explained is RTS which for
now simply means'Return To Sender' - similar to
RTTURN or END DEF (sort ol) in SuperBasic
Start MOVEQ #0,Dl
Again BSR"S Addon

cMPr. L #10,Dl
BNE. S Agai-n
MOVEQ #0,D0
RTS

Addon ADDQ.L #1,D1
RTS

The code starts by setting Dl 1o zero in all 32
bits it is a long sized move The label 'Start'

simply identifies the start of the code fragment
and need not be called start - it could be called
fred. lt acts like a line number in SuperBasic.

The second line of code calls a sub routine
called 'addon' which lives only a f ew bytes
further on for this reason lhe byte sized variant
of BSR is used and this makes the program
smaller and slightly quicker - as explained later:
Had the distance to the sub-routine been more
than 121 bytes (or less than 128) then the
assembler would have complained and the
source would have had to have been amended
to remove the'.s' {rom the instruction.

The second line also has a label 'Again'.

Labels are used in assembler programs to mark
significant places in the code. ln SuperBasic
every line must have a number in assembler
only those referenced in the code need have
one, but there is no problem putting labels where
rt makes the code more readable.

Following on, there is a check to see if the
value in DI L is 10 {decimal) followed by a branch
if not equal zero (BNE S) to the label 'Again' lf the
value in D1 is not 10 the Zero flag will not have
been set and so the code will start execuling
from the label 'Again', lf DI L does equal 10 then
the branch lo Again will be ignored

The next line sets DO.L to zero. This is becausE
any code that runs on a QL either as a result of a
CALL address or [X[Cing a file returns any error
codes to QDOS in D0.L and zero shows that no
error has taken place. All this wili be explained in

a later article.

The RTS instruction ends a subroutine anci
means return to where you came from {almost). lt
the above code beginning at 'Start' was called
from SuperBasic, the RTS would return us to
SuperBasic. lf ii was called from some other parl
of the assembler program, it would return us to
the next instruction in that program.

The subroutine called from the second line be
gins at the label 'Addon lt is very simply and
adds 1 to the value in DlL before the RTS returns
to the place where it was called from.

Put simply, the code above loops around add
ing 1 to Dl.L until such time as D1.L equals 10 At
this point the code returns to wherever it was
called from.

This is not quite true. The RTS instruction re-
turns back to the instruction that follows the BSR
one. So the above code returns to execute the
ClVPl,L r10,D1 instruction after running the code
in the Addon subroutine.

Now thal we have a few more instructions un-
der our belts, there will be more bits of code ap
pearing in the rest o{ the series. This allows the
reader io alleviate the boredom of lhese articles
and allows me to illustrate some examples of
what I am trying to sayl

For DC = 10 to -'1 step -X ","
Looks a bit like SuperBasic that, but you can

do the very same in assembler as well. The
above code illustrating the BSR instruction can
be rewritten to use the DBcc or'Decrement and
Branch' instructions. These are very similar to the
Bcc instructions from part 2 of the series but
they have an addiiional purpose They allow a

loop to be executed a set number of times and
also can cause an exit from the loop if a certain
condition occurs while executing the loop

It might be better if these inslructions were
called DBUcc as in 'Decrement and Branch UNTIL
condition'because that is actually what they do

z& &L ffodwp w



The full set of DBcc instructions is:

DBCC - Carry clear:
DBCS Carry set
DBEQ Zera {lag set
DtsF {or DBRA) Branch false or always
DBGE Greater or equal
DBGT Greater than
DBFIt Higher:
DBLE- Less or equal.
DBI-S- Lower or same.
DBLT Less than
DtsMN Minus
DBNE Not equal {zero tlag not set}
DBPL Plus
DBT 1iue. Very strange instruction, see below!
DBVC Overflow clear:
DtsVS-Over{low set
The format of the instruction is 

'DBcc Dn,label
The eounter is always a data register D0 to D7,

and only the lowest word is affected The label is
specitied as a 16 bit displacement from the PC to
the next instruction to be executed. The dis
placement is as usual, signed allowing branches
of between 32,761 and +32,768 bytes.

This instruction does not affect the condition
codes. They remain the same as they were be-
fore the instruction.

The operation of the instruction is in three
parts:

First, the condition is tested to determine if the
termination condition of lhe loop has been detec-
ted. This is the cc part. So a DBCS checks to
see if carry is set. lf the condition is detected, no
branch will be performed and no decrement of
lhe data register will be carried out either

Second, if the condition is not detected, the
lowesi 16 bits of the data register is decremented
by 1. lf this results in a value of 1, then the loop is
also terminated and no branch takes place.

Third, the branch is taken to the label specified
(PC relative).

Another example ,

Start MOVEQ #1-000, D1
MOVEQ #0,D2

Loop ADDQ. L #L,D2
OMPI.L #l-00,D2
DBNE Dl,Loop

More More code here ...

Dl.L is initialised with 1,000 and D2 L is set to
zero. Then the start of the loop (at label Loop')
where 1 is added to D2 L Following the addition,
D2 is checked to see if it equals 100 The DBNI
instruction checks the zero flag and if not set
therefore D2 is not equal 100 subtracts I from Dl

and if this does not result in Dl becoming 1,

branches to the label 'Loop'to go round again.
At the label 'More' how can you tell which of

the two cases ended the loop? As you know the
loop is ended when the condition is detected or
the counter reaches 1. As ihe DBcc instructions
do not change the flags you can make a simple
check on the Zero flag or test Dl to see if rt is -1

or not. So the code that goes in at label 'More'

will be this'
More BNE.S Got*100
Not-100 Proeess D1 = *1 here

Got-l-O0 Process D2 = l-00 here
:

0bviously, if we run a loop 1001 trmes where Dl
goes from 1000 to l, adding 1 to D2 then at
some point D2 must equal 100 and that wrll be
the only termination ot the loop D1 will never get
to 1.

There are two 'interesting' DBcc insiructions.
These are 'DBF' {Decrement and Branch Untrl
False) and 'DBT' {Decrement and Branch Until
True). What is so interesting about these two?

DBF is commonly written as DBRA which is
more meaningful as it implies that a decrement
will be done followed by a branch. This is exactly
what happens. The condition FALST can never
be created so the instruction always branches
until the counter becomes -1.

DBT is the opposite lt never branches be
cause the condition is always deiected. I have
never seen a DBT instruction used in any pro-
gram I have read, written or disassembled.

Note that the loop is terminated when the
counter becomes set to 1. This means that the
above loop will have 1,001 iterations assuming
that D2 nsver became 100, This can cause con-
fusion to programmers used to processors that
stop at zero, I learned on a 280 (Sinclair 7X8Il
and there was a DJNZ instruction which subtrac
ted 1 {rom the B register and branched if it was
non zero.

To loop around i0 times you set B to 10 and
just did it. On the 68000 series, you would set
the counter to 9 not 10. Some programmers do
this and others do ii wiih the counter set io i0
but skip the firsi iteration, The following two
examples are doing the same thing,

Example 1.

Start MOVEQ

BRA. S

Loop BSR

Skip DBRA

#l_0,D0
Skip
Useful-code
D0, Loop

re &h tr'edepr )\



Example 2.
Start M0VEQ #9,DA
Loop BSR Useful-code

DBRA DOrLoop

ln example I the programmer sets the counter
to the number of tirnes the loop is to be exe-
cutcd bul then skips over the loop code itself to
the end of the loop. The counter is reduced 1o g

and the lop is entered properly this time The
subroutrne at label 'Useful*code' will be executed
when the counter has values I,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0 or
10 times

ln example 2 the programmer sets the counier
to 9 and then executes the code as normal.
Once again the loop code at subroutine Use-
ful*code will be executed l0 trmes once again,
with lhE values I,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 and 0 in the coun-
ter register D0.

Which is the best to use? lt's up to you, Some-
times I use the first forms and sometimes the
second. As far as reading source code is con
cerned, I prefer the second method because you
can write something like:

Start M0VEQ #10-1,D0

Which at least shows better that the loop will
be executed l0 times. Unfortunately when you
disassemble the above instruction the assembler
has calculated that 10 I is 9 and it has once
again become ,

Start MOVEQ #9,D0

The first method, where the loop counter is

initialised with the actual iteraiion count then
skips the loop loses out in that there is the extra
BRA.S instruction which uses up 2 bytes every
time it is used, and the BRA.S has lo be execu-
ted as well as the jump- all ol this takes tirne

eou nting
ln the above code fragments, I introduced the

ADDQ instruction to add a value to a register:
There are a few arithmetic instruclions covering
addition, subtraction, division and multiplication

AED,size source,Dn or
ADD.size Dn,destination
This adds the source to the destination The

destination is overwritten but source is not affec
ted. The size can be byte, word or long All the
flags are a{fected as follows'

N is set it the result is negative, cleared if not,
Z is set if the result is zero, cleared if not.
V is set if an overllow was generated, cleared il nol.

C is set if a carry was gcnerated, cleared if not.
X is set to the same value as the C flag.
Note that byte sized ADDs cannot be done if

source is An lf destination rs ,An then ADDA
should be used, howeve[ some assemblers will
convert ADD Dn,An into ADDA Dn,An for you

AODA.size souree,An
This adds the source to the address register

specified. The size can only be word or long but
note that regardless of the size of source, the
whole of the address register is aftected. Words
are sisn extended to 32 bits. This instruction has*""b

no effect on the condition codes

ADDl.size *data,destination
This instruction adds immediate daia to the

destination" The flags are all affected as per the
ADD instruction above. The size can be byte,
word or long lt is not permitted lo use this to add
to an address register:

ADDQ.size *data,destination

This is a very quick version of the above ADDI
but it can only be used t0 add values between 1

and B to the destination. The size is byte, word or
long as required. This instruction is always 2 byles
long where the ADDI can be 4 or 6 bytes. Use
ADDQ wherever a value between 1 and I is to be
added

The flags are affected as per the ADDI instruc-
tion The difference between this and ADDI is that
you can use ADDQ to add 1,2,3,4,5,6,1 or I to an

address register Useful in loops

ADDX.size Dx,Dy
ADDX.size -{Ax},-(Ay)

This one adds with the X flag added as well lt is
useful when adding numbers together that are
more than a register long - 32 bits. lf you were to
write a program that used I bytes rn memory to
store a number then you could add two o{ them
together using ADDX.

The destination becomes set to the value
sourcs * destination + X flag.

The flags are affected as follows 
'

N is set if the result is negative, cleared if noi.
Z is UNCHANGTD if the result is zero, cleared if nol
V is set if an overflow was generated, cleared il noi.

C is set if a carry was generated, cleared if not.
X is set to the same value as the C flag.
Note the Ztlag.lf the resull rs zero it will be left

as it is and not changed. lf the result is non zero it
is cleared For this reason the Z flag should be set
before any ADDXing takes place so that at the
end, the result of zero shows up by having the Z
flag still set
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This rnstruction and the SUBX one are mostly
used in multiple precision addition and subtraction
routines.

AECE Dx,Dy
ABCD -tAx),-(Ay)
This is Add Einary Coded Decimal and is almost

identical to ADDX above except that the values in

the source and destination are treated as BCD
rnstead of binary. Only I bits of the source and
destination are affected,

A quick example :

Start MOVEQ #$l-9,00
MOVEQ #$03,D1_
ABCD D0,D1

Assuming that ihe X flag is clear this will result
in D1 being set to $22 which is the result of
adding 19 and 3 in DICIMAL The hexadecimal
numbers in the register $19 and $03 are inter-
preted as decimal digits, one digit for each 4 bits
The above exampie ls actually adding 25 and 3
to make 34 I

The flags are affected as follows ,

N is undeiined
Z is UNCHANGED if the result is zero, cleared if not
V is UNDIFI\IED C is set if a DECIMAL carry

was generated, cleared if not.
X is set to the same value as the C flag.

The Subtraction instructions are exactly the
same as the Addition flags, but subtract instead I

have listed them below but not explained them,
read the corresponding ADD instruction for
details.

SUB, SUBA, SIJBI, SUBQ, SUBX and SBCD

DIV$ source,Dn
This insiruclion divides destination by source

and puts the result into destination. Source is a

word size and destination is long, The operation is

carried out using signed values, The size is al"

ways word.
The destination WORD is divided by the source

WORD and the result put into the destination LOW
WORD. The remainder is placed in the destination
HIGH WORD

Any attempt to divide by zero will cause a

divide by zero exception to occur and on a stan-
dard QL this will lock up, lf overflow is deiected
during the operation the overflow flag is set but
the operation is aborted and the source and desti
nation are unaffected.

The flags are affected as follows ,

N is set if the quotient is negative, cleared
otherwise, Undefined on overflow

Z is set if the quotient is zero, cleared if not
Undefined on overflow

V is set if division overflow is detected. Cleared
otherwise.

C is always cleared.
X is never affected. (Unchanged)
For those of us with short memories or a long

period since our schooldays, the quotient is the
result of the division. The remainder is what is left
0veI
Start MOVEQ #100,D0

MOVEQ #9,DL
DIVS D1,D0

Results in D0 being set to $00010009 which is
9 remainder 1 The 9 is in the lowest word while
the 1 is in the highest word

The instruction should be read as 'divide source
into destination'

DlVl.i source,Dn
This is identical to the above except that both

operands are treated as unsigned numbers. The
tlags are affected as per the DIVS instruction.
Although the quotient is always positive, the I\
flag is sei to the value in the highest bii of the
lower word of destination (ie the sign bit of a 16

bit word)

Mt,lLS source,En
Multiply the destination word by the source

word and place the LONG result into the destina-
tion register Both operands are treated as signed
numbers.

The flags affected are ,

N - sel if the result is negative, cleared otherwise
Z set it the result is zero, cleared otherwise
V Always cleared.
C -Always cleared.
X Unchanged.

h/i t",llt",! source, En
Multiply the destination word by the source

word and place the LONG result into the destina-
tion register Both operands are treated as un-
signed numbers. The flags are set or cleared as
per the MULS instruction The N flag is set to bit
3l of the result,

NEG,size destination
This instruction converts the binary value in ihe

destination to its two's complement value This is

done by subtracting the current value from zero,
putting the result back into the destination and
setting the flags. All the flags are affected by this
instruction. The instruction can act upon byte,
word or long sized values.

The flags affected are :

N - set if the result is negative, cleared otherwise
Z set if the result is zero, cleared otherwise.
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V set if an overf low occurred, cleared otherwise.
C - Cleared rt the result was zer0, set otherwise
X Set the same as the C flag

ItlFGX.size destination
Same as NIG above except the value in the X

flag is also subtracted to get the final result, The
flags are not a{fected in the same way as NEG,
but as follows ,

N set if the result is negative, cleared otherwise.
Z set if the result is zero, UNCHAI\GED

otherwise.
V set if an overflow occurred, cleared otherwise.
C Set i{ a 'borrow' was generated, cleared

olherwise.
X Set the same as the C flag

hIBCE destination
This instruction works on byte sized values

only lt is similar to NIGX above, but the values are
treated as decimal and not binary. The contents of
the byte at 'destination' is subtracted from zero
then the current value of the X flag is subtracled
as well. The result is put back into 'destination'

and the flags set as follows 
'N undefined

Z " set if the result is zerc, cleared otherwise.
V undefined
C set ii a borrow was required, cleared otherwise
X Set the same as the C flag

The Fnoject
At this point, we are at the end of part 3, How

ever now is a good time for a word or two about
the prolect mentroned back in part 1 of this series.

Now that we are starting to understand a few
more instructions, we are seeing small snippets of
code This is fins for as long as we need it, but it
does not allow you to become confident in writ-
ing and understanding a tairly large program I

know I had to learn as well even if it was a long
time ago.

The project is what we shall be deveioping as
this series progresses, We are going to write a
program that is very useful for assembly lan
guage programmers - a disassemblerl

The project will develop QLIdis and this will be a
simple and hopefully easy to understand dis-
assembler which will be developed of a number
of issues and will be a very useful addition to your
arsenal of assembler programming tools.

What tools are actuaily required for assembly
programming? I have written, in the past, a few
articles for this magazine giving a brief overview
of assemblers, editors, disassemblers and moni-
tors. These are the tools that you will need.

While it would be nice to be able to write an
assemblef how would we manage to assemble it

? Hand coding in hex or binary is nol easy and
prone to errors. 0f course, I could (?) wrrte it and
give you the hex code to feed into a hex loader:
but what would you learn? How to type hex num-
bers into a program is all, I suspect.

0k, a disassembler is quite a big undertaking,
how do we assemble it? lf you remember back to
part 1, I mentioned thal I had hoped to use George
Gwilt's GWASS assembler for the series only to
find that it will not run on a 68008 | lamented this
fact and asked if anyone had a 'free' assembler
that would run on the standard Ql's 68008 proces
sor

Ithen received an email from George Gwilt who
of {ered his unpublished GWASSL assembler
which will run on the 68008, so thanks to George,
we can all have the same assembler QL {oday
will be issuing the assembler on a future cover
disc lf you cannot wait to get hold of a copy, it will
soon be in the Quanta library

ln this series, I have not specified which of the
many addressing modes are valiC f or each
instruction, not have I specified the bit patlern' of
the actual instruclion {iis hex code) there is a

reason for this. lt takes a lot of typing, rs very
boring and prone to error George Gwilt, once
again, comes to the rescue. Part of his GWDIS {a
disassembler) package includes a file holding all

the instructions, their op codes, the flags affected
etc etc and George has also made this available
to QL Today readers. Hopefully this file will also be
on the cover disc.

So now we are armed with aimost all we need
to get the project underway except an editor:
Maybe Dilwyn will find room to put QED on the
cover disc as well. {Over to you Dilwyn and
companylllll)

See you in part 4
6

QPOS ffiugs - Fart 3
Mark Knighf

Last part of our s€ries of known QL
RCM Bugs
69. lf buffer full error 0ccurs in INPUT then cursor

may be left on in INPUT window and getting
back to command line may be impossible in

AH (SYSTTM) AH JM
Fix: Be careful on these systems not to input
text longer than 128 characters using input,
especially on AH,

70 CAPSLOCK affects various other characters
besides the alphabetic characters though it
should not do so {SYST[M) AH JM JS MG
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RWAp Qr S&FKWARE
All software only available on 3.5" disk

Manuatrs atrl supplied in Quiltr forrnat
"A$ progra{ns need 256K min" unless specified

WARGAME,S
War In the East MKItr v1.24 (Upgrade frorn original only)
D-{}AY MKfi v3"O4 (The ,411ies Take on the Gernaans)
Grey Wolf vl"7 (Graphical Subrnarine Adventure)

.A,[}vF.NTURnS
Return to Eden v3.O8 (Graphics & Text Adventure - 3 disks)
Nemesis MKII v2.O1 (Text ddventure)
T'tre Frawn v2-OX (Spoof, Text ^Adventure)
florrorday v3.1 (t{umorous Text Adventure)
West v2.0O (Real-time Text Adventure)
The {-ost I(ingdom of Zkul v2.OX (Real-tirne Text. Adventure)

Adventure Package 1 (Nemesis MKII, T'he Frawn & F{orrorday)
Adventure Fackage 2 (Return to Eden & atry nther advanture)
Adventure Package 3 (West & The Lost Kingdorn of Zkul)

GA.MpS
Deathstrike VX-5 (Scramble Clone)
Arcade Package 2 (F{overzone & Deathstrike)
Open Golf v5.19 (Golf Program - Good Graphics)
Quizrnaster Itr Fackage (Original + Question Module 2)
Stone Raider'{{ v2.O0 (Boulderdash clone)
f{overzone v1.2 (de{"ender clone)
A"rcade Fackage I (E{overzone and Stone Raider [I)

USXX,XTIE$ / GENSR.AX, I]\TF&H,ST
Sidewriter v1.O8 (Frint spreadsheets and text files sideways)
Q[- Genealogist v3.21 (create a family tree)
Genealogy for Windows on FCs - ask for details
Quick Mandelbrot III v3.O1 (Explore the Mandelbrot Set)
3D Terrain v1.23 (Displays Alracus Files as Pictures)
SToQ{- vi.29 (Converts ST screens to QL f,ormat)
Q-Route v1.O7 (PD Demo Version Route Finder Frogramr inc map)
Q-Route Britain Map (As at 2418198 - needs Q-Route!)
Q-Route West Yorkshire Map (As at 2418198)
Q-Route Catalonia Map (As at 10/10/98)
Flashback SE v2-O3 (Upgrade frorn Original Only)

(Upgrade from versions sold by RW-AP Software)

(128K)
(128K)
(128K)
(128K)

ONLY
ONLY
ONLY

DTXlW
.rilFNfI
(384K)
(128X{)
(128K)

ONLY

910
(zMB) L25

s55
f.10

(196K) sl0
gt0

(796I{) fl2
l..Tl-Ft\aV VtrR.Sinioaf ,- fz
iilE.\--tl g 1

l{'E I/ {2
(r28K) fs

€3

fx0
Ix5
910

€15
f10
€tn
910
f10
€i0

f.25
f20
€15

g5

f.8
810

€5
s5
TA

NOW REI-E.&SK[,
The SBASIC / SupeTBASIC Reference Manual (this is the trook everyone is talking about - lO00+ pages of
essential information for the EAStrC programrner, together with electronic index, example prograrns and
public dornain toolkits). The price of this book is f,4t) plus post and packing (f7 UK Ll2 Fire, f22
Europe, f,32 Fm East & Australasia, f 25 Rest of World). Why not pre-order and coltrect at a show near you??

FIOW TO OR{)ER
CONT,A.CT: Rich Mellor, 26 A.shenhurst Road, Russells Hall, Dudley, West Midlands DYl 2HF{

Tel: O1384-350043

{f your system can read FID or EI} disks, please specify.

{Fayment xrust be cheque in Sterling payable to R" Mellor}
{Crerilit Card {Jsers can order via QBranch}

Visit our Web Fage : http : l/www.qhranch"dernon"eo" uk,/rwap.&rtm{
Send an S.A.fi. and blank disk fsr our current catalogue

re GL Today



Fix: No easy fix but usually doesn't matter:
71. liying to send a nul file over the network

crashes the transmitting QL (SYSTEM) AH
JM JS MG
Fix, if a channel is opened to the network
and then it is decided that the transmrssion
is a mistake send one byte before closing
the channel.

72 Attempts to FORMAT an mdv cartridge when
either motor rs still spinning {e g verif ying the
lasi file saved etc.) then an "in use" orror
occurs even if all channels to the drive are

closed {SYSTFIM) AH JIM iS lvlG

Fix: Very minor bug hardly likely to bother
anyone now but if you still use micordrives
only attempt to format them when no mdv
drive motors are actrve,

73 SCROLL accepts parameters outside the do
cumented range and produces odd {some
times useful) results ISYSTEM) AH iM JS

MG
Fix: Same as bug 68 check your listings
carefully and this bug doesn't matter Read
any documentation for the bug carefully if
you intend to use the effects, but I suggest
not doing so as future systems may not
allow your program to run properly.

74. Very high pitched notes produced with BttP
or equivalent system calls may rnake other
activities of the second processor unreliable,

e g keyboard reading and serial ports

ISYSTEM) AH JM JS l\lG
Fix, Only good fixes are Hermes chip or
Super Hermes to replace the code in the
second processor which is responsible tor
the problems

75. KEYROW confuses some key combinations
involving CTRL and ALT contrary to what the
QL manual says {SYSTEM) AH iM JS MG
Fix: No fix, problem is built into the design of
the QL and the manual is wrong.

76 lf a multitaskrng job starts up while Super
BASIC executes a BIFP or KEYROW the
system may crash (SYSTEM). AH JM JS h/G

Fix: no known fix so be careful.
77 Most QL systems allow priorities of multi

tasking lobs to be set outside the o{ftcial
documented range of 0 to 127, usually 0 to
255 (SYSTEM). AH iM JS MG
Fix: This bug is useful, as the range of priori
ties from 0 to 255 allows more differential
between iobs and low priority jobs will take
even less processing time from the highest
priority ones, lt is strongly suggested that
programs for distribution never use priorities

outside the offrcial 0 127 range as on dtf{e-
rent systems this will produce dif f erent

ef fects. As an example Minerva allows
signed byte values { 128 to tr27) to permit
background tasks The exlra speed gain
from using a priority of 255 is not worth
giving other users compatibility problems, it is
usually around I ' 2ak though it may be more
on some systems

Minerva 1,97 problems.
1 RTCOL problern (SYSTFM)

RtCOt in MODE 4 doesn't recolour white
pixels properly unless the seventh parameter
is passed, which is the yellow parameter in

MODF B,

REC0L 0, r, 2, 3,4., 5,6,A
...won't recolour white pixels t0 black in

MODE 4, while,
RECOL 0,1,2,3,4,5,0,0
will work ln MODE B RECOL works as it

should
2 IIGHTNING St problem (SVSTEM)

When using Lightning SE on a Minerva
system you must close windows in the 0pp0-
site order to opening otherwise they will
leave "ghost" windows which will be visibie
and cleared redrawn etc. each time MODI is

used, until a channel with the same $number

is opened
Fix: This problem is fixed by loading the
Pointer Environment or simply by not loading
Lightning SE There is not much poini in

using Lightning St on a Minerva 197
anyway as it provides little extra speed over
the ROM screen driver or maths functions
unless you intend to use the reduced preci

sion optrons, Loading iust the maths {unc
tions is tine.

3, ln Line lF problem t (BASIC).

There are various problems with these, the
most important of which is that when such a

single line structure is used PROCedure or
GO SUB calls may be called more than once
when they should not be. Although most
programmers would suggest that GO SUB

should never be used in SuperBASlC this
also applies to PROCedure calls so it is a ge

nuine problem, though it doesn't apply Io
FuNction calls.
l{ your program contains:
11200 IF Loaded=l- THEN PRINT FileName$TELSE

r PRINT rrNo f ilerr : END IF: Test-FILE
then the PROCedure called Test-FILE will be

called twice if the variable "Loaded" does
equal 1!

The easy solution is don't do rt, use this
instead,
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11"200 IF Loaded=1 THBN PRINT FileName$:ELSE
:PRINT rrNo file"
l-l-21-0 Test-FILE
.or better siill:

11200 IF Loaded=l THEN

11210 PRINT FileName$
l_l_220 ELSE

11230 PRINT rrNo filerr
1l-240 xND rF
11250 Test-FILE
..which is easier to change should the
programmer wish to add to it later
ln line lF problem 2 (BASIC)

lf you should use the even worse structure cf
having an in lins lF and the FLSE clause con'
tains another lF {l can recommend a g0od cli-
nical psychologist) then Minerva can become
confused about which END lF belongs to
which lF (and who can blame it) So,
1]-2OO IF ChOiEC=1 TIIEN EXEC_W IIQrriflll:EI,SE IF
956iss=J:SXEC*W rrAbacusrt:0ND IFINEXT Loop

...may not work properly (never mind the
deiailsl)
Fix: One fix could be'
L1200 IF Choice=l THENEXEC*ld fQui.l1il:ELSS : IF
Choiee=3:EXEC-W rrAbacusr':END 1F:NEXT Loop

...in other words, add a colon after the ELSEI

A better fix is don't use these ridiculous
nested single line clauses and write code like
this,
1L20A IF Choige=l Tlt0N
11210 EXEC-I/ tiQuillrl
11220 ELSE

1123A IF Choice=2 THEN

112/+A EIEC*ld rrAbacusrr

L125A END IF
11260 END IF
11270 NEXT Loop

or better still use StLect for this kind of
thingl

5 DLINE to the last line of a program could
crash the computer (BASIC).

Fix: Don't do it This can be a pain if you
forget, as the only way out is the reset
button

tRR-xx Functions return 1 if a higher error
has occured {BASIC).
Fix: No easy fix, so don't rely on these func-
tions, use other methods of findrng errors.
TRNUM followed by Stlect?

FILL bug, Minerva 1.97 has its own versron
of the official QL ROMs bug number 48, with
small variations just to make lif e m0re
interesting {SYSTEM)
Fix: The same, draw objects starting from
top or bottom rather than sides.

RENUM oddities (BASIC), Various problems
are present associated with RFNUM, DATA

and READ, along with certain small 0r very
large line nurnbers. These may result in ab
surd negative line numbers appearing after
RENUM is used, DATA being R[NUMbered
and a complete system lockup, especially if

you try and RUN or tDlT the prograrn NtW
usually rescues the situation, CLEAR defi
nitely won't,
Fix: Before reLOADing a program ihat exhi
bits this problem turn off integer tokenrsa
lion by using POKE \212,128 (and yes, do it
before you LOAD) Note that QLOAD won't
do in thrs situation, you have to LOAD a text
listing type SuperBASlC file Don t try and

QSAVE a program once the problem crops
up, it will probably save in such a corrupt
form it will be worse than useless and will
only crash your system if you QLOAD it

afterwards.
Ll\lE bug, Sometimes when using the Super
BASIC LINE procedure or programs that call
the equivalent system routines do not join up
lines that have the same floating point coor
dinates for their ends This rs similar to the
MG ROM bug (number 58) but occurs in

different circumstances (SYSTEM).

Fix: Same as the MG ROM fix, ptot the end
points over again usrng POINT 0r load
Lightning graphics extensions

Lettetr-mCIx
Graham Bindon writes:
*-=r This letter is on disk
l\ /l because I have no
t*l printer, it is about

my attempt to buy
0ne.
My Star LC10 nine pin matrix
printer has served me well for
many years but it finally gave
up the ghost and I thought to
buy an ink jet printer: (As well
as a QL I possess an ancient
Acorn Archimedes which, by

courtesy of the Archimedes
Fractal Group, produces the
most stunning Mandelbroi ima
ges that would benefit from a

high definition prrnter)
An Epson Siylus 440 seemed
to meet my requirements of
price and facility, so I bought
one. You can imagine my
horror when the accompa-
nying booklet (it could not pos-
sibly be called a manual) in

formed me that the minimum
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system requiremonts were a 16
megabyie PC with Windows of
various kinds, a CD ROM drive
and a virtually rnfinite hard disk
drivel
No doubt I am an innocent in
such matters but one could
reasonably expect that most
srnall printers could be used
with most small computers, as
is the case with monitors {at
least I hope il is?)

The booklet told me how the
printer was set up, how paper
was changed, how to fit the
ink cartridges, how to change
them and what the buttons
and lights were for There was
also a short bit on how to prrnt
your first document using, of
course, Windows.
,Assurning the booklet was a
piece of commercial sheenani-
gans aimed at selling more and
bigger PCs it occured to me
that the manual containing in-

formation about printer codes
and i^nanagement must be
mrssing. Then a CD unearthed
itself f rom the packaging
which I supposed contained
the vital information but was
inaccessible to me.
The supplier (Currys) said the
printer could only run under
Windows and that a 16 Mb PC
was probably too small; the
CD would noi help me to use it
otherwise.
This was conf irmed by the
Epson help line. Currys also
said that all the makes of
printer they sold had similar
requirements.
All this strikes me as a

shocking restraint of trade.
Can any one confirm that what
I have been told is true? How
do other Qlers cope? l'm sure
they can't all be using ancient
matrix printers: in fact I know
they aren'|, Roy Wood's splen
did print of The SBASIC/Super
BASIC Reference Manual was
certainly not produced this
way nor are his colourf ul

invoices; they are so good to
look at that one quite forgets

to complain about prices. (He
can't possibly be a closet PC
user-can he?)

I have a vague mernory ol
Jochen writing approvingly of
an [pson printer some time
ago Perhaps they {tpson)
read his article and dEcided
that QL hoi-poloi were not
good for their image and made
sure we couldn't use ihe next
generation of prinlers.
I am in dire need of advice and
instruction; can anyone out
there help?
It has to be said that Currys
took back the printer and
refunded the price without the
slightest fuss
Although some prinfers de-
scribe themselves as being
for Windows {.,se onlyt sorne-
times fhis only exfends fs the
instructions or lhe prinfen drd-
ver software supplfed lf the
printer can be used from
D05, chances are it eouid be
used from the QI-, although
you may have fo buy a pro-
gramrning manual costing al-
most as much as fhe prinfer
itself Olher printers are lruly
Windows on{y and it can be
very hard fo know what fo do
when buying a new modern
prinler
We have an arficle in the
prpellne abouf learnrng how fo
pragram prinler confl"otr codes
which we hope will be of
some help.
Difficulty with a prrnler is an
all too comrnon scenario thaf
we hear about Anyone ouf
there willing fo help Grahanll
He can be confacted at this
address:
Graham Bindon,
13 Heol-y-Felin,
Goodwicf<,
Fembrokeshire,
5464 OAR, Wales.
Telephone: Afi 48-87 42 58

To repeat il once agaln: fhe
cheap rnodels are of no L,se
for us. They have to be cheap,
so ihe manufacturer saves on

RAM, EPROM, nnanual (and

mefal bits of fhe expensive
rnodels are made of plastic).
The better rnodels S{yfus
Color 85A and Calar 74A sillt
have fhe fultr ESC/PZ corn-
mand set and can be used
froni non-Windows syster:is.

Bill McKelvey sent us an email:
You asked for feed
back {about 2l<},

audio joke. lf frnow
we wanfed new

ideas for fhe carfoon, buf thrs
is ridiculous! - Fdi{orJ
I somewhat agree with Phii

Stokes. I think we need to en-
hance the programs that alrea-
dy exist, But I do believe that
we can and should change
^^,., ^^{+,.,^"^ TL^ ^^,., ^^{ir rvvv >ur r vvdrc. I I lg I tuw Suti'
ware should have requirements
listed. That way you would
know what hardware it would
run on. There could possibly
be 2 versions, one for the plain
'Black Box", another for upgra
ded QL (Aurora, QPC, QXL,
etc.)
"Autolnstall" is also menlioned.
This could be a good thing if
used properly. You should have
a default set-up, but you should
be able io change this accord
ing to your particular set up.

Such as what drive the
program is stored on, what
drive the data is on, etc. This
way for someone with a small
amouni of knowledge they
coud use the default, explained
with doc's. An experienced
user could configure it the best
way for them.
Joe Hafke has the wrong idea
as lar as I am concerned. He is
correct when he says there
are inexpensive computers out
there They are called QL'sl
You can still purchase them at
shows and from some ven-
dors. There are still prograrns
that are f ree or shareware
available. {Gee, almost bundled
software!) Most of the pro-
grams that are available are
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easy to use and if you do have
a problem a phone call, letter
or even an email will result in a
quick answer You don't even
have to pay extra for this ser-
vice Try that with a "BlG Blue"
company, rf it is free see how
quick you get an answer
Most people don't need or
even use all the features that
they get with lheir PeeCee.
Most of it is lust keeping up
wiih the "Jones's' lShall I take
fhaf person allfr - Fdiforl
I use a PeeCee at my day job.

It is very rnuch a pain. lt does
what it wants {when it isn't
crashing) The programs for
ALL o{ the Sinclairs allow US
to do what we want them to,
not what they make us do,
Sorry for being long winded,
but I arn tired of everybody
saying PeeCee this and Pee-
Cee that PHOOWIY
w

Attne hments?
lan Pizsr

I will use"QL" when I mean any
configuration of QL, AURORA,
QXL, QPC, which is based on
QDOS operating system or
SMSQ lf you are reading this
you must be a user of a "Q[".

lf you are well-informed sender
or receiver of e-mail with a'QL"
nr Dl^ \/nr r n1n nrnhrhlrr crt,avr r v yvw vqrr yrvwuvry Juvu
time by not reading what I have
written below I am writing for
the amateur user of com-
munications.
ln Psychology there are 2

important words which o{ten
appear together:,Attachrnent
and Loss. Attachment being
with people, animals, things,
places, or situations. Loss
meaning losing your teddy
beat your best friend, your
sibling, your parent, your job,

etc. (Reference:John Bowlby)
ln "QL"and PC communications

I recently learnt about Attach
rnents. I knew about Loss {lost
messages), but what was this
Attachment thing? When I use
QTPI with my "QL" (l suppose
my remarks also apply to other
communication programs used
with "QL"), I could send and
receive text mail messages,
thanks to my ISP {lnternet
Service Provider) but not Bina
ry Files. When reading messa-
opc r/viih OTPI thp Rin:rri filpcb*- ''
were indicated as being pre
sent bui there was no feaiure
rn QTPI to transfer them to a
"Q1". The only way I could re-
ceive binary files was to ask
the sender to encode the file
with UUencode or IVIME The
received encoded file con
tained no 'Controi Codes" and
could be sent iike normal text
and decoded with the appro
priate decoding program I had
blamed the deficiency on my
ISP but now I realise it is a

facility in QTPI which is missing

Xrm$illmlJtf;r*d tZ ' 47{6$mifishry - &rmurry
tr 0A&3-5020$ $ {Fox 020&502012 Mailbox CI20&s020l3 & x4}

Xmk $on ryfftrfr:ffi;#s$J;-',resred $r'n$q $or
FPsCIN-PRiglters Cmrl&m-Frinter$

$tylus 800 .. . blaek .0M '13,90

$tylus Golon , block . 0M 16,90

Sglus eobr . eoloun DM 27,90

$tylus Color ll, lls, 820 . . . .. . blaek . DM 16,90

$tylus Color ll, lls . " . colour nil{ 27,90

$Slus Color 500,600 . block , DM tr7,90

Stylus Solor 500 , . . . eolour IIM 27,90

$$useobr000,'i520 ......hlock . 0M13,90

$glus eobr 600, 800,'1520 . . eoloun,., ., . . 0M 34,90

$glus eobr 1500 . . . black . DM 27,90

Sglus Photo . eolour nM 36,90

Mininnunr orden:3 itertrs {con be rnixed}!

BJe6..".blcck. .....CIM9,80
8Je 6.,, . eyon onYelloworMogente,,. csch 0M $,90

8J 3.. ., . blcch . ,, ". DM trl,g$

8JC4,... . blaek . ,... nM 1'1,90

eJC4.", . eolour .. ", nM 17,$0

rue 8.,..block. .,..0M14,90
eJg8... . Cyon orYellow on Mogento . " eoeh DM tr4,9CI

BJ3tl.,.blsek,Psckof3 ".,llM!9,90
EJ 7t!,.. blsck Fsckof3 ,.,0M 12,90

&J 70 .. . eolour, PoekofS .. 0M 17,$0

Minimr,rrrn order: $ i&ems {com he mrixed}!

Fon postoge srrd pclyrnemt detqEls see sd orr poge -! 3
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With a PC you also need an ISP

The ISP provrdes the connec-
lion to the lnternel or the World
Wide Web and allows you to
send and receive mail. When I

experimented with my PC mail
facility and my ISP I came
across the possibilily of AT

TACHING a file when sending a

message. The attached file be-
ing a brnary file more or less
without restrictions (e g a

spreadsheei, graphics, sounds,
programs etc.) or even another
text file. The mail programs are
so designed that you can
attach any f ile or f iles you

choose to a mail message and
similarly you can receive at

tached files Attachmenl adds
considerably to ihe f lexibility
and power o{ mail. The pro
grams encode or decode a br

nary file automatically using
IVIME (Multiple lnternei lUail tx
tensions) or you can choose UU

encoding. So the process is not
dissimilar to what I described

for "QL" but it is all done without
your technical intervenlion.
Using"QL" and QTPI is so easy
(and I am well familiar with it)

that I will continue to use them
for all but the sending or recep
tion of binary files
The PC communication pro
grams do a lot ol the con-
nection work for you because
they include sophisticated
'Script' programs designed to
handle mosi situations. Jona
than has provided a set of
Script programs so that they
can be used with QTPI to sim-
plify connections. However I

have spent nnany hours trying
to utilise his Script for my ISP

{Compuserve) with notable
failure. Pityl My limits were
shown up there. Probably one
could prepare a script program
to send or receive binary files
with QTPI lt would pick up your
binary file, pass it through MIME
then add it to your text mes-
sage and Bob's your Uncle But

unless you are a skillf ul pro-
grammer you may well fail too.
Any programmers out there?
Frnally, what exactly is a binary
file? A binary file consists basi
cally of ones and zeros but can
be visualised by groups of 8
binary bits (bytes) but what you
find are not ASCII characters; or
it can be visualised as 16 bits
(hexadecimal) which also does
not have a direct meaning.
Some time back I had a hot dis
cussion by e mail with an un

known {to me} mailer called
Spike H about the difference
between a binary file and a

non binary or pure text file. We
ended by agreeing to disagree.
Seems to be a hot sublect.
Another way of transferring
binary files is to use a protocol
called FTP {File Transler Pro
tocol) Presumably FTP does
not need to do encoding
(maybe sends lhe binary biis
serially?)
a

The futnxr€-prcof QL clock
Mark Knight

On reading the Novembe/
December 1998 edition of QL
Today I was interested to read
W PJ. Baily's contribution about
the DATE problem with QDOS
and SMSQ/E While writing my
own File Manager program I ran

into this problem and solved it
The problem stems from the
fact that the QDOS date
arithmetic routines treat the 32

bit value from the QL clock
chip as an unsigned 32 bit long
integer which is fine because
that is how the clock chip
works The SuperBASlC inter
preter treats all 32-bit integers
as signed 32'bit values. When
the clock ticks up f rom

2,147,483,647 to 2,147,483,648
the interpreter regards it as
"2,141,483,648 since the top

most bit is treated as the sign
bit and the number becomes a

twos complement negative
value. As far as SuperBASlC is
concerned the clock now
counts upwards from this value
towards 1, when at 0 it will
wrap around to 1960 again
lf you type:
prlnt date$ (2147 483647)
the QL will reply with,

2029 Jan tr9 03:14:07
..which is correct. Iyprng'
print date$ (2147 4836/,8)
...will produce an overflow on a

JS ROM and on most other
systems, This is natural as the
SuperBASlC floating point
structure can't store this
number correctly. To obtain a

correct answer type this
instead'

print date$ ( -2L 47 483648)
print date$ ( -21- l+7 t+836/r7 )
and you will obtain,

2029 Jan 19 03:14108
2029 Jan 19 03:14.:09
..which might seem a little odd
but it is also correct. You are
f eeding the DATt$ f unction
signed integer values and it
treats the value as an unsigned
one, so the sign bit is just

another bit and increases the
value internally.
This proves that DATE$ works
properly, but the ridiculous
thing is that DATF doesn't lt
does sornething silly in con
verting the unsigned 32 bit
value read frorn the clock chip
to a floating point numbe[ so
after the clock licks past 2029
Jan 19 03:14:07 DATE gives
wrong values. lrritated, I wrole
a patch called Date-FlX which
replaces the DATI f unction
with one that works; all you
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have to do is load it using
LRESPR or the RESPR,
LBYTLS and CALL sequence
and your SuperBASlC or
SBASIC clock routines will
work properly from 1960 Jan
0l 00'00,00 right up to 2097
Feb 06 06:28,15, at which point
if you are still alive you are
most unlikely to be bothered
whether your QL clock still

works.

When writing SuperBASlC or
SBASIC programs you have to
count from 0 up to
2,141,483,647 as the first parl
of the date sequence, then
tron 2,147,483,648 up to -1 as
the second part. This also
makes comparing dates awk
ward in SuperBASIC, but l've
solved that problem too. Try

this a few times,

..you won't catch it out at least
not on a JS ROM QL, and al

though I haven't tested it I ima-
gine it will work in all the Super
BASIC and SBASIC environ
ments. You are welcome io use
this code to compare dates in
your own programs, but be
careful if lyping your own ver-
sion, as all the brackets and
comparisons on line 150 must
be exactly right for the code to
work.
Now with the SuperBASlC
comparison of dates working
and knowing as we do that
DATF$ works, it's time lo fix
DATF so the assembly lan-
guage is listed below for those
with an assembler Once as
sembled you will end up with a

small file that should be loaded
in your boot program using
LRESPR or sinnilal it is g6 bytes
long and once loaded DATI will
work right up to 2097 Feb 06
06:28:15.

100 BoRDER 1,2
110 CLS

l-20 FirstDate=RND x 189 + RND x -1X9
130 SecondDate=RND tf 189 + RND x -189
l-40 PRINT DATE$(FirstDate), FirstDate\DATEg(SecondDate),
SeconclDate
L50 IF (FirstDate(0 AND SecondDate<0 AND FirstDate<SecondDate)
0R (FirstDate,=0 AND (FirstDate(SecondDate 0R SecondDate,0))
TI1EN

160 REMark FirstDate is earlier
170 PRINT I'First chosen date is earlierrl
180 EISn
l-90 REMark SeeondDate is earlier or tbe same

200 PRINT rrSecond ehosen date is earlier or the samerl

2].0 END IF

x Working version of the QL DATE tunetion as written by Mark Knight"
x Thay&s to Simon }f Goodwi-n in DIY Tookit series
x for 32-bit long integer to floating point eonveysion routine.

Start M0VE.W

I,EA. L
JMP

Main MOVE. L
TRAP

X

Dl--Ret MOVE.I,I

MOVE. L
DEA Culq.p

MOVE.lrf

ADD. L
BVS. S

su8Q.1,r

MOVE. I,
MO\TEQ

X

Normalise M0VE.L
ASL. L
BVS. S

SUB.W

MOVE. L
Too*t'ar ASR. Ll

BNE. S
X

$110,A0
Defines, A1
(A0)

#$L3, D0

#t

D1, Dl'
Dl_, D5

Norlised
#2a79,D/+
Dl_, D1

Norlised
#L,Dl,
D1rD,
#L6,DA

Di, Dl
D0, Dl_

Too-Far
D0, D4

Dl, D5

#1, D0
Nornalise

x Make sure there is enough space for the result,

Norlised M0VEQ

MOVE.U
JSR

$l-10 = BP"INIT vector
Load definiti.on address into 41
jump to BP.INIT it will return to calLer

Select MT.RCLCK routine"
Call it to fetch 32-bLt value i.n D1.

D4 will be exponent.
D5 rril-l be mantissa.
Zero is a trivial case"
First guess at erponent.
Is it normalised?
If so, return it.
Not ready, halve exponent.
Doubled nantissa moved to D5"
Try J-5 bit shift first.

Make eopy of manti-ssa"
Shift rnantissa D0 plaees 1eft.
Try next shift distance.
correct exponent for tbat shift 

"

Neli mantissa is closer.
Half the shift distanee for next try"
Half the previous shi-ft each tine.

Number of bytes needed is 5.
Select BV.CHRIX to reserve space"
Cal1 the routine

#6,DL
$l_l_A,A0
(A0)
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*
Defines

$5S(A6), 41
#6,L!
A1, $5S(46)
Dr,2(AL,A6 "L)
D/,,0 (A1, A6. t)
#2,D4
#0, Do

U

0

L

Main*x
L
I DATE '
0

MOVE. L
SUBQ"L

Movn. t
MOVE. L
MovE.1,/

MOVNQ

MovnQ

RTS

DC .I,I

DC.l,J

DC.Id

DC.B

DC.B

DC.!l
END

Fetch safe A1 va1ue.
Point to tbe new value.
update stack pointer,
Stack the nantissa.
Stack the exponent.
Indicate floating point result.
Indicate no error.

No PRO0edures

End of PR00edure 1lst.
One fuNction
Position of code for fuNction
Length of nane
Charaeters of name

End of tuNction list

For those without an assem-
bler the Date*FlX tile should be
on the next QL Today cover
disk along with the Super
BASIC listed above 0h yes,
and a calendar program that
works wrth the QL clock and
runs happily from 1960 Jan 0l
00,00,00 right up to {yes,
you've guessed it) 2097 Feb 06
06:28,15 with Date*FlX loaded
I hope everybody's happy now

and rt not contact me in 2096
if you're still able and I'll see
what I can do...

U!-{lX4fyimg QDCS
Tim Swenson
Recently a number of Unix utilities have been ported to QDOS.
Given my backgrourld ln tinix, I started thinking about how $Jnix-

like one could nrake the Ql-. Using a number of utilities, could I

rnake my QL "feel" like a Unix system?

Now before I hear cries of non-
Sinclairism, let me say that Unix
is my "bread and butter". I've
been using and maintaining
Unix systems professionally for
about 10 years Also, next to
QDOS, Unix is my next favorite
operating system. lt's not great
for desktop systems, but for
servsrs it rocks.

The first step in my Unix-like
quest is a shell A shell, or
command interpretet rs the part
of an operating system that
handles the interaction bet-
ween the OS and the user: ln
MS DOS terms, COMMAND.COM
is the shell ln QDOS, the shell
is really SuperBasic ln Unix
there are a number of shells,
Bourne, C, T and Korn For

QDOS, Adrian lves has refined
a shell, called simply The Shell,

originally started by PJ Taylor:

The biggest advantage in using
The Shell is the way that you

can execute programs. QDOS
does not allow command line

arguments and they have been
kludged in ToolKit ll ln QDOS
executing a prograrn with com

mand-line arguements is done
like this'

exec unzip; "f1p1*f ile-zipet
Where as in The Shell, it is

executed like this,

unzip flp1-file-zip
There is no need for the exec
(it is implied) and any nurnber of
arguments can come after the
executable file name. This may
sound trivial but it really does
affect the feel of the operating
system.

The Shell supports the Unix
convention for creating pipes.

Fipes are allowed in QDOS, but
I don't think many people use
them ln Unix, pipes are a vital
core of the 0S. An example
taken from the TKll rflonusl is:

EX uc, fred T0 lno T0 pager
ser; rFile fred att&date$
Unix uses the vertical bar ( I ),

called the pipe sybmol, instead
of TO An example pipe would
be,

cat file-txt I grep string I

wcJ
This would copy a file to a pipe,

pass it to the 'grep' command
and look for the word 'string' in

the file, reporting only those
lines that had the string, and
pass the results to 'wc' (word

count) where it would count the
n,,mh^r ^l linn. lhn* nrmn {rnmrlul llLJgl Ul lll IEJ IllOL \-OlllC ll\-rlll

the 'grep' command. Pipes al

low you to string a number of
commands togthel saving the
need to create output files for
each command. This also
works kind of like program
ming lf need a tool to do such
and such, sometimes you can
string togther a number ot
commands via pipes, to get
the same results.

The Shell also supports the
background job character/com-
mand of Unix. ln QDOS we
have EXEC-W and EXEC,

where EXEC runs the job "in

the backgound" and returns the
keyboard to SuperBasic. ln

Unix the difference is done with
the ampersand symbol {&) lf
you want to run a unix com
mand in the background, you
would end the command line

with an ampersand.

The Shell uses Level-2 directo
ries the same way the Unix
does, I can 'cd bin' to get to a

directory called bin I can also
'cd I' to get the the root
directory lf I am in the bin

directory and I want to get into
a different directory at the
same level, I can do 'cd ../man
or 'cd /man Both commands
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would take me lo the same
directory
A number of Unix commands
are built into The Shell They
3re :

cd change directory.
rnd make a directory.
kill Rernove a job

alias rename or create com-
mands.
The Shell allows f or shell
scripts These are files that
contain a number o{ Shell com
mands and can be used like
programs and help automale
some tasks.
The Shell also comes with a

few external executables to
work like Unix commands.'ls'is
srmilar to WDIR,'lenv rs similar
to the Unrx 'setenv' and the
QDOS tNV-LlSf 'ls' is kind of
neat in that it makes QL
subdirectories look like real

subdirectories lf you are in a

subdirectory, it displays the files
in the directory, but does not
append the drrectory name to
ir.

Also available f rom Adrian
lves's web page is RKUtils zip,

a set of utilities by Richard
Kettlewell. From it comes a

number of executables with
only a few having the same
name as Unix commands; cat,

tsort, & sort. more' is listed in

the documentation of the
RKUtils, but it is not in the
distribution
I now start trolling various tree-
ware distributions for any Unix
like executables From the C68
distribution comes touch, make,

cp, rm, fgrep, grep, uue, uud,

tsort sed, & drff. The primary

commands here are,

touch create a new empty file
or update the date on a file
cp copy file(s)

rm remove fiie[s).

grep search a tile{s) for a

string.
From the Gnu Text Utilities
comes the followling com-
mands'

wc - word count.
cut pull characters from lines
in a file
head 'display the first few lines
of a file.

tail display the last few lines
of a frle
tr translate one character fcr
another
uniq output only unique lines
from a file.

cmp - compare. compares two
!^--f {:l^^texi ilte5.

expand convert tabs to spa-
CES.

told fold long lines for finite
width output device.
join creates a union between
text files,
paste merge same lines of
several f iles.

split splits a file into a number
of files
unexpand - convert spaces to
tabs.
sum print checksum and
block count of a file
With these commands, I have
the start of a basic Unix com-
mand set. Now I can create
files {touch), delete them (rm),

and copy them [cp). I just nee-
ded a way to edit text files The
standard Unix text editor is 'vi',

pronounced 'vee-eye' not "six'

(for the Roman numerals) A
clone of 'vi' elvis, has been
ported to the QL. Using an

alias' I can make elvis appear
as 'vi'. The alias is,
^ALIAS VI=ELVIS $-
The $' iells 'alias' to pass to
elvis the rest of the command
Irne. This way elvis will know
which file to edit
Another editor that can be
found on Unix and QL systems
is MicroEmacs Although not
specifically a Unrx application, it

has been ported to Unix
amongst many systems.
There are also a number of
utilities that are used in Unix
that are in their own distribution

Peier Tillrer has ported over
AWK and SED AWK is a nice
utility language for handling co-
lumn data in text files. ln an act
of sure perversion, I did see a

LISP intepreter written in AWK.

Thrs shows that the langauge
can be fairly usef ul. I don't
know what functional differen
ces Peter's SED has over the
one distributed with C6B
About the most imporant Unix
utiiity ported to the QL so far is
Perl Perl is THE Unix utility
language. lt is used from writing
System A,dministration pro
grams, to writing CGI bin

scripts that are the data en
gines behind web pages This
language can practically do rt

^ll lnnrthrn L-1,,r{r^^ hrcoil. Jl.,l tou tol I I tu\lJ\Jl I rroJ

answered the wish of many a
QDOS/Unix user by porting
Perl 4 io QDOS

Other Unix tools that have
been ported are,

PGB Pretty Good Privacy,
THE encryption program.
RCS Revrsion ControlSystem,
a tool handling source code
revision control.
REXX Another utility lan
guage (don't know much about
it)

BISON & LEX tools for
creating compilers.
GZIP Gnu ZIP a popular

compression tool.
TAR The standard archival
tools for Unix.

Curses " a C library for screen
control. Curses based pro

grams allow protable text gra
phics across many iermrnals
and systems. This library allows
curses-based programs to be
ported to the QL from Unix
GhostScript displays Post-
script & Adobe Acrobat frles

Because these programs have
been compiled with C68, they
have a way of knowing of they
are being called by a 'shell and
then they pass back iheir
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output back to the shell to
display, instead of opening up a

new window. This creates a

very Unix like display
There were some Unix com-
mands that are not ported lo
the QL but I was able to find

some equivalents 'set is equi-

valent to StTtNV and is called
'let' in The Shell 'pwd' tells you

what directory you are in lt can

be created using the alias'
command'
^AIIAS PKID=PRINT $(%OITN1

clear' is ihe same as QDOS
CLS and called CLS in The
Shell An 'alias' of ALIAS

CLEAR=CLS will do the lrick
'mv' {move / rename) can be
done by using the RKUtils

comrnand 'Ren' and give il a

new name via an alias,
^ALIAS MV=REN $

For the Unix mkdir' and alias

using The Shell's 'md' would
ha.

^ALIAS MKDIR=MD $

What I need to find now is an

equivalent to the following,
ps List jobs

du ' the equivilent of QDOS

STAT

Now I'm not recommending
that all QDOS users need to
get The Shell and start using
their QL's like a Unix system
What I am getting at is for

those of us familair with Unix,

here is a way to work with

something we are used to.

Since I think in both QDOS and

Unix, sometimes I find it easier
to do something in Unix than I

would using QDOS and non-

Unix utilities Since I bang away

on a Unix system 8 hours a day,

it's nice to come home and

have my QL adapt ltself to fit
my needs I doubt I will exclu-
sively use The Shell to work on

the QL
ru

Hand Dis$q Ut$lities
Dilwyn Jones

Way back in my Recr.rrsion

article in Volume 1 lssue 3 I ex-
plained the subject of recursion,

and one of the example rou
tines given was an [xtended
DIR routine, for listing out files in

directories on a hard disk
ln these example routines, I will

extend this routine to provide

useful little hard disk utilities
These came about because I

needed utilities to provide
these functions The resultant
BASIC programs are fairly

short and show lust what can
be achieved in a language like
SuperBASlC on the QL
1 MAKEDIRS-bas is a short
routine which can generale a

BASIC program which will
recreate the directory struclure
of your hard disk wilh a series
of MAK[*D|R instructions Run

the generaled prograrn before
restoring a backup if your

backup program does not
create the subdirectories for

YOU

100 REMark extended dir of all sub-directories
110 C$ : CtS #0

120 IXPUT #0,'Drive r ';dr$
130 INPUT #0,'Create program ca1led r r;prg$

140 line-rro = 100

1i0 0PEN-]m!l #3,prgfi : ftnMark create the BASIC program

160 PRINT #3,ljne-rro;' REMark reconstitute directories of ';dr$
170 PRINT line-no;' HEMark reconstitute directories of ';dr$
l-80 line-no . line-lo + 10

190 Extended-llR dr$, "
200 CLOS #3 : RnMark flnished making the prograrn

270:
220 DXFine PRO0edure Extende{JlR ( drive$, directory$)
230 L0Ca1 1oop,ch,d$,fp,n$
2l+0 ch = F0P-!IR (drive$&directory$) : REMark open channel to directory
250 II'ch < 0 THEN RETurn : REMark unable to open directory
260 fp = 14 : REMark file position in directory for filename
270 REPeat loop
280 BGET #ch\f! : II'E0F(#ch) TiEN CI0SA #ch ; EXIT loop
290 GIT #ch,d$ : REMark get directory entry nane

100 tr i,nu(o$) , 0 TifiN

3I0 REMark a directory length of 0 may be a deleted file
320 BCET #ch\fp-g : REMark file type byte

330 Ii' C0DX(INIGY$t#ctr)) = 2i5 TfiN
3/+0 REMark this name is a subdirectory, so lle need to DIH this
350 REMark if you want directory names printed, add this
36A REMark PRINT d$;' ->r
370 REMark write a line of BASIC
j80 PRINT line-ro;' IIAIG-.DG ';drive$;d$
39A PRilT #3,line-no;' MffiJiR r;drive$;d$

400 line:o = ljlelo + 10

410 Extended.-DlR drive$,d$
420 ErsE
lr3O REMark next line can be used to list all files
110 REMark PRINT d$

150 iND IF
160 ENI rF
170 fp=fp+64
480 END REPeat loop
490 ml DEFine Extende{JtrR
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100 REllark ertended dir of all sub-directories
110 CtS : CLS #0
120 INPUT #0,rDrive , 'jdr$
130 INPUT #0,rDirectory r r;drcg
140 pRINT dr$
150 Extended*DlR tug,drcg,0
160 :

170 DEFine PRffi edure Extended-DlR (driveg, directoryg, dpth)
180 L0Ca1 1oop,ch,d$,fp,ng
190 ch = F0P*DIR (driveg&directoryg) : REMark open channel to directory
200 IF eh < 0 TIiXN RITurn : REMark unable to open directory
270 fp = f4 : REMark file position in directory for filename
220 REPeat loop
230 BCIT #ch\fp : rF E0p(#ch) TrrBN ct0sE #ch : f,xrT loop
210 GET #cb,d$ : REMark get directory entry name
250 rF r,EN(d$) ) 0 THIN
260 REMark a directory length of 0 may be a deleted file
27A BGET #ch\fp-9 : RBMark file type byte
280 IF c0DE(INrcY$(#ctr)) - 255 TmN
290 REMark this name is a subdirectory, so r,ie need to DIR this
300 R[Mark if you vant directory narnes printed, add this
374 REMark PRINT dg; t -, t

320 !0Ra=0T0dpth
BA PRIIff ' lr; : IF a < rlpth THEN PRIlftl '; : ELSE PRIlrIt
31A IND FOR a

350 FoRa=0Todpth-1
I

)60 PRINI' i [; : ]F a < dpth THEN PRII{I ';
370 END FOR a

380 PRINT'+-r;d$
390 line*no = line-no + 10
400 Extended-DlR driveg,dg,dpth+1
4fi xrsE
/+2A RtMark next line can be used to list all files
430 RXMark PRINT d$
lt^
441) li,Ntj tf

150 END ir
460 fp=fp+64
410 END REPeat loop
480 EhlD DEFine nrtended-DlR

100 REMark extended dir of all sub*directories
110 CLS : CIS #0
120 R[Mark search for filename - do not enter drive name!

U0 INPUT #0,rSearch for r ';f$
1/r0 INPUT #0,,0n drive r ';drg
150 INPUT #0,,IYon directory r r;drcg
150 Extended-DlR dr$,drcg
170 :

180 DBFine PR00edure Extended-DlR (tuiveg, directoryg)
190 L0Ca1 1oop,ch,d$,fp,n$
200 ch = F0P-!1R (drive$&directoryg) : REMark open channel to dlrectory
270 IF ch < 0 THEN RRIurn : REMark unable to open directory
220 fp = t1 : RBMark file position in directory for filename
230 REPeat loop
240 BCET #ch\fp : Ir XOF(#ch) THXN CI0SB #ch : IXIT loop
250 GEI #ch,d$ : REMark get directory entry name

260 Ir LEN(d$) , 0 THIN

270 REMark a directory length of 0 may be a deleted file
280 BCET #ch\fp-9 : REMark file type byte
290 1r C0DE(rNI(ny$(#crr)) = 255 THEN

REMark this name is a subdirectory, so i,ie need to DIR this
REMark if you want directory names printed, add this
REMark PRINT rx Searching ,jd$;, -,,
Extended-DlR drive$,d$

REMark does ihis match f$?
Rfirlark containing fg:
RBMark IF f$ INSTR d$ : PRIN1 d$
rF mN{d$) ,= rEN(f$) TI{EN

rF d$(rEN(d$)-rEN(f$)+1 T0 LEN(d$)) == r$ mEN pRrNT dg
4OO lND IF
/+I0 nND IF
l'20 IND IF
/+30 fp = fp * 64
/r/r0 nND REPeat loop
150 END DEFine ExtendeLDIR

2 TREES-bas prints an inden.
ted listing showing the subdi-
rectory tree structure of your
hard disk

3 [-CIOATE-bas is a srmple file
finder I placed an important QL
Today filE in the wrong direc-
tory on my hard disk, and
thought l'd lost it. This little pro-
gram quickly found it for me.
As well as finding filenames for
vn, r i1 ^-^ ^1.^ h^ ' '- ^.l +^ l;-+yu\r, rr \.dil dr)u ug u)ciu tu il)t
file types for example, to
locate allQuill DOC tiles, just tell
it to search through WlNl*,
listing files ending with *D0C.
Cr if you know the filename,
enter that as the name to
search for it'll list any direc-
tories containing files which
end with the name entered.

4 DC0PV-bas copies an enti-
re directory and its subdirec-
tories, creating thE directory
structure elsewhere as it goes,
Beware of copying long file

names from a directory into a

directory with a longer name
and exceeding the QL filename
length linrit of 36 characters
plus drive namel
These programs will compile
with QLiberator Compile with
WINDS on lt might be advis
able to add a line to rnake the
program pause before it stops,
so that you can view the
results adding a line such as
INPUT#O, I Program Finished,
press INTER '; a$
just before the DtFine PR0-
Cedure Fxtended-DlR line
should accomplish this, I have
nol tested it wilh Turbo or
Supercharge.
All programs require the use of
Toolkit 2 As QDOS/SMSQ
systems supporting directories
tend to support the Toolkit 2
exlensions, this was not
thought to be a major problem
u
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100 REMark copy entire disk, subdirectories and all
110 CtS : CIS #0

120 INPUT #0,'Copy from which drive > ';dr$
130 INPUT #0,'Copy to which drive , ';tdr$
140 Extended--DlR dr$, I'
r50 :

160 DEFine PR00edure Extended*-DlR (drive$, directory$)
170 L0Cal 1oop,ch,d$,fp,n$
180 ch = F0P*DIR (drive$&directory$) : REMark open channel to directory
190 IF ch , 0 THEN RETurn : REMark unable to open directory
200 lp = 14 r REMark file position in di.rectory for filename
270 REPeat loop
220 BGET #ch\fp : IF E0F(#ch) TlmN CLOSE #ch I EXIT loop
230 GET #ch,d$ : REMark get directory entry nane
240 rF r,EN(d$) , 0 THEN

250 REMark a direetory length of 0 may be a deleted file
260 BCET #eh\fb-9 : REMark file type byte
270 Ir C0DE(INKEY$(#c}r)) = 255 THEN

280 REMark need to create this directory in destination
29A PRNT' Creating 'id$; '. . .' : I'OKE-DIR tdr$M$
100 REMark follot{ the directory tree
310 Extended-DlR drive$,d$
320 ErSs

330 REMark next liae can be used to list all files
34A PRNT'Copying'id$;'...' : COPY dr$&d$ T0 tdr$&d$
350 END IF
.1AA F'TIN TI'
/!w

370 fp=fp+64
JBO END REPeat loop
390 END DEFine Extended--DIR

I obtained a copy by down
loading'PARAG101-ZlP' from
JMS BBS The -zip file expan
ded into 10 ftles,
smallheader-lay;
fax-lay;
headerf ooter*lay;
largeheader-lay;
default-lay;
RTADME-first;
register-txt;
paragraph-exe;
changes-txt and
example-parg,
All but the 'paragraph-exe' file
showed the warnrng 'skipping

unknown (non QDOS) field" on
decompression but I pressed
on Apparently nothing was
missing The '*lay' 

f rles are
page layouts and '-parg' is the
{default} extension for a com-
pleted docurnent.

After setting SYSTEM DRAG-
TIST TIMEOUT (ProWesS con-
figuration) to a value above 10 {l

used 15 and tested 20 whrch
appears to be too large) as
instructed in 'READMt*lirst', 

I

set up a special boot file,

identical to one I use for
'LlNEdesign', to give me the
'utilities' multibutton, the clock,
the applications' multibutton
and QPAC2. Programmes
which could be called via the
'applicatrons' multibutton were
'ProWesS Reader', 'PWfile',
'PARAGRAPH' and 'Editor SE'

Af ter resetting and loading
'SMSQ/[', I ran the boot lile and
when I called 'PARAGRAPH'

from the 'applications' multibut-
ton the 'PARAGRAPH' screen
duly appeared

The screen has a two row
menu bar The top line of the
menu bar shows'H[LP'(not yet
available); 0PTIONS; the cur-
rent file narne (programme
name at first) 'QUIT' and sleep
buttons. The second line
shows 'Files; Print'; 'Edit;
'Layoul'; View'; each of which
has sub-menus, followed by
icons for selection of font; font
size; colour ol pape[ ink and
strip; undei'line toggle; justifica

tion; margin setting; and para
graph indeniing with leading
bullet {'hit' to get,'do'to cancel)
and, to the righl of a page num
ber indicato( up and down ar
rows for changing to next or
previous page Below this the
screen shows lhe top part of
an A4 page outlined in black
with its text areas outlined in
red. Threre is a scroll bar at the
right-hand sidE. The pointer is
in the form of a large 'l' and the
cursor is a vertical line appear
ing initially at the start position
(default left-hand margin) on the
top line of TEXT tl1 area
I found to my surprise that I

could not enter text directly
and I have not yet found out
why. However I was able to
'insert text' (Files Menu) and
proceeded to do so using the
'README-first','changes-txt'

and'register-txt'files provided
'RFADME-first' was 3 pages
and switching to the required
page was selected by a 'hit'on

the 'Page' window and again
on the relevant number in a

sub-menu window which ap
pears. However the selected
page appeared only on scrol-
ling the page in the window I

was able io print the pages via
the 'Print'menu (the PROforma
default driver no selection ot
driver yet). The other'-txt' files
(one page each) also imported
and printed successfully The
delault font and toni size seem
to be 'Bitstream Charter' at 10

poini

FmnagreBhl v$,01 - ffi finst $ook
PBafley
This is a free initial version of a new word processor for'QL
type'computers, it is designed to operate in the 'ProWesS'

environment.
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suDerFlermes
A major hardwane upgrade for the QL' All Ilermcs l-eatures lsce below lor list) PI-IJS lull 192{

throughput on serl/ser2 not affected by sound
' IilM AT kcvtcarrl interface (plus loreign dlivers)
' HIGH SPEED RS232 industr-y- standarr.l two*way serial port.

48(X)cps throughput f superg"oldcard - qtpi - zmodem; at
57600bps

'THREE low speed RS232 input.s (1200 to.i()bps) Driver lo
SERIAI- MOIJSE supplied. Other uses include RTTY
grophiiis lablet eto

' 'lllltlili sparc l/O lurcs (logic) \\,ith (]M)/+5V
' Capskrck/scrolkrck LID corurector

I'urbo/kcvlock connectors
I .5k uscr data permanerltiy storeable in ITUPROM

.4.1l{hi$ on a nrofessional boafd,ahqul!_lrwi€e f&e sige_o:[

the E049 co-orocessof it replaces
Cost (including mamral/soft\^'are) e90 $921f87 /t9O)
IBM AT UK layout Keyboard .922 (L241f.23/{.27)
Serial nrouse. . gI \ (t 13lf,l2/f.14)
Capsloelt/scrollock LED St (gi.50lJl/€i 50)
Keyboard or nlouse lead........... . f,3 (tl 5(Vr3lf3.-50)
F{i6h specd serial (ser3) Iead..,.,. g4 ([4.-q0/r4lf-1.-50)

F[ermes availatrle for €25 626/L241L27] Working ser'[/2
and independent input, debounced keyboard & keyclick

OI- R.oxnDisq

LIp to I rnbyte of ftrash nrernory for the Q{-
A smaltr plug in circui{ fbr the QL"s ROM port (or
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or 8 rnbytes of pennanen{ storage
- it can be thought ofas a portable hard disk on a card.
and reads at some 2 mbl'tes per second.
Think of it - you could ftrlly trool an expanded QL.
incltrding all drivers/SNdSQ etc off R.omDisq al hard
disk speed with only a rnernory expansion needed.

2 rnbyes RornDisq... . .939 (g-llt37/[d()]
4mbltes RornDisq.... .. .. ..&656Sr't E(>3 I !.(t1 )
E rnbytes R.omDisq. . ... .g9& (€I00/€95/t99)
Aurora adaptor............. . . .. .93 (r3 50i€3l{1}

A low proflle pswered backplane with REM pont
A three expansion trackplane wrth ROM port includcd lor
Rornf)isq etc. ,Aurorn can tre trtted in notetrook case and
powered off single 5V rail - con&rct QBranctrt lbr dctails. -l"wo

boards (cg Aurora and Gold Card/Super Gold Card/Goldfire
fixed to base. Suitable lor durora (ROM acccssrhle lrorn
oulside) & QL motherboard in towcr casc. Specily ROlr4
facing Str towards boards, or Ol lT torx'ards back ol case.

Cost". "..-..... -........ ".. "..... 934 (f3 (, / L3 3 I L3 5)
All Hermes features (see above) + an IBM ,{T
keyboard interface only. Entry level superHermes.
Cost (incl keyboard lead)...f53 (955.-5()/f-51/f53.50)

Connects to Minem'a MKXX and any Fhilips X:C trus

Fower Driver lnterfaee 16 I/o lines with tr2 of these used to
control I current carrying outputs (source and sink capatrle)

2 amp (for I rclays, small motors).. . . .. S,40 (f4.1/f.38/€-+4)
4 arnp total (for motors etc).....,. .....945 (r,18/943/[50)
Fe-lavs (8 ,la l2v 2-u,ay rnains rclays (needs 2a porver
driver)......,. . f,25 (L28/{23/L27)
Farallq,!_IfrtSrlaSg Gives 16 inpu/output lincs. Cau be

used rvherever logrc signals are requrred.. 825 (f28/L23/€21)
Analogue lnter{ac€ Gives eight I bit anelogue k} digiral
inputs (ADC) anrtr trvn 8 bit digital to analogue outputs
{DAC). Used for ternperature mea$urennents, sound
sampling (to 5 tG{z), x/y plotting l3{} (t3l 5(yt29l€3(})

TerUp prObe (-,100C lo +125"C) S10 (e 10 50/{ 10/{1 l)
Connectorftrrfour temp probes.. . ..11{l (€10.50/e l0/€l l)
Data sheets..... g2 (|2.5A/Q/L3 )

Contrril software & manual (for all VF).. t;Z (82.50/t2l{.3\

MINERVA RTC (MKII) + batlery for 256 bytes rarn
CRASHPROOF clock & I2C bus for inrerfacing. Can
autoboot froln battery backed rarn. Quick start-up,

The ORIGINAI- system opereting sy$tenr upgrade
OTHER FEATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
l)lilll](i(il:l) opcrating r)'slein/ autoboot ou rescl olporver
lailurc/ Mulliple Basic/ Ia.^ter scheduler- graphics (within
l0o/o ol'lightning) - stnng handlurg/ WIILN ERROR/ 2nd
scrccrr./ l-l{ACli/ non-Iinglish kcyboard drivcrs/ "wann"
last rcset. V1.97 with split OI)1'PIIT hau<I rates (+ Hennes)
& built in Multibasic.
l-irst upgrade free. {)therwise send f,3 (+fS for itran&al if req$d).

liend disk plus SAt or two IR(lr

M KI.."E"${} ({"r l /f.+(y!.43 ) MK{t...S.6s (t 66t *.63 I t 67)

{}L SPARA,S

Kevboard membrane 9.12 (t l2 -ri)lf l2i l l 3 j0)
1371 PAL........ S3 (t3 5{)/13/4,{)
Circuit diagrams.... . ......... ... &,3 (11.50/tl/i,1)
61t008 cpu or 8049 U'C................. . g8 (f,fl.5{)1f,7.-s(yt,9)
8.101/R.j02 or JM ROM or serial lcad. f It) ({ll 50/t}0/tl l)
Porver_suppl.v (sea mail overseas) s.12 (.{t7lL16/L71)

OL R.EPAIRS (UK onlv)
Fixcd prrcc lor unrnodificd QLs. excl rnicrodrives, QLs

lcstcd with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software

$27 including 5 month guarantee

includcposta8(andpa.king(rlirmailwhereapplicable). Pricerarer llK (Ec"/EuropcoutsidcEC/Rertofworld). Psymcntbycheqwdrawnonbrnkwith
{lK addrcss, dcbit card/llastscard/Acccsr/Eurocardlposlal order or CASHI (No l:orochcqucs), SAI' or IR(' for full list dnd details 

l9 l)rc 91,
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The attributes (font etc ) can be
defined before inserting the
text, but the 'Total' justi{ication
attribute appsars not to work
at present. The original text for
mat is maintained {line and para
graph), left justified; the text did
not flow to iill the text area as it
does in'LlNEdesign
Using some of the available
text I experimented with ihe
various functions. I was able to
use the block defining feature
to change fonts and font sizes
etc within imported text, I had
some dif f iculty in positioning
the block markers correclly
because {at 10 point, the
default) the characters are
ill-defined on the page and use
of the 'View' menu which is
rntended to give magnifieation
of an area always resulted in
the programme quitting com-
pletely Atternpting right justifi

cation on a block of more than
one line aiways resulted in the
lowest line only being moved
to the right margin.
The 'Layout' sub menu allows
definition of areas on the page
for text, tables, graphics, and
images (only LlNtdesign pic
tures worked for me, *pic files
appereared not to be allowed).
The graphics sub-menu allows
insertion of simple circles,
boxes and lines (see
'example-parg') I found that
the programme became very
confused if text running to
more than one page was im-
ported into a layout with more
lhan one text area: Text Area
#2 seems to take the text
when Text Area ltl has been
filled (probably logical but not
helpful when example text
areas have Ii2 above s1) and
the second page is nonsense.
This ef fect also seemed to
lock up the programme occa-
sionally. I managed to format
my own letter head avoiding
this conf usion by defining a

single table cell to hold my
address and telephone nurnber

Further testing seemed to indi
cate that 'insert text' is sensi-
tive to the layout defined. After
loading a simple layout (one
text area for the page starting
25 mm from top and ending 15.1

mm from bottom) inserting
'R[ADM[-firsi' produced an
'insufficient memory' message
in a WARNING window and
stalled the programme. A ma-
chine reset was necessary to
regain control.
Of course some of the pro
blems I experienced rnay be
system related. I use Aurora
motherboard with Minerva
ROM, QPLANI, Super Gold
Card, Hermes, QUBIDE and
hard disk, Di-Ren keyboard
interface to AT keyboard, serial
Mouse, and SVGA monitor:

Finally I wrote of my
experiences to the authot
Francois Lanciault, sending the
money to register for upgrades
[see registrer*txt), by writing
the letter in 'Editor' and
inserting the text in the page.
Yes, I am sufficiently impressed
with'PARAGRAPH' to want to
have upgradss; the programme
shows great promise of being
developed into a very flexible
word processor for our favou-
rite computer system. I would
recommend anyone who uses
a word processor regularly to
obtain a copy of v1,01 and
examine it seriously I am sure
that most will also want to
support this new venture.

tQL Today will keep you - the
readers - up fo daie while fhe
improvemenfs 0n Faragraph
carry an. The version is free,
so why nof grve if a fny - and
if yau like it register jusf like
Mr Bariey dtd. tf you dr'scover
problems, notify the author so
thal we lhe Ql-ers - ean
benefit from a bug-free
wordprocessor as soon as
possible. - Hditorl

Qp98
Review by Dave Westbury
We have not included any
screenshols in this review be-
cause we're running out of
space in this issue - piease have
a look at the Jfu{S advert on
page 123 for some screenshots.

Since I bought MasterSpy v18
back in April 1990 it has been
my tavourrte teNt editol I have
always found it quick, easy to
use and had just enough faci"
lities provided for my purposes

[ie, ediling SuperBASlC, As-
sembler and binary files) Al-
though I still find it an indispen
sable tool for certain things the
encouraging news on the im-
minent (dare I use that word)
arrival of new hardware and
display drivers prompted me to
bring myself up to date with
the current QDOS/SMSQ state
of the art programmers text
editor QD98,
Although I had browsed the re-
views of earlier QD versions in

lQtR I have never used QD be
fore so this revrew is very
much from scratch, my only
benchmark is the comparison
with MasterSpy which I arn
very familiar with. Perhaps that
may well be for the best since
an article on the new features
alone would only be of possi-
ble interest to existing users.
Be aware that I may be a little
biased to MasterSpy, no doubt
my attitude may change in time
as I become accustomed to
QD's way of working Also
rather than detail everything
provided I shall only dwell on
omissions or enhancements
over the basics I expect from
an editor QD9B is supplied as
two DD disks and a 48 page
A5 manual, the extra disk
contains the HyperHelp files for
SuperBASlC The QD file is one
of those tiles which can either
be EX'ecuted directly or
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LRESPR'd, the latter option just

makes it a resident Thing to be
used when required. lt requires
Menu extensions v7.50 lo run
which are supplied I found the
manual easy to get through.
There are three ways to tailor a

working version of QD98 to
the way you wish to use it (ie,

Assembler; Basic etc). The
QD98 file can be Configured

{level 02) to set default options,
you can pass parameters in a

command string when you
start a QD9B job and/or you
can alter the options f rom
within QD9B on the-fly as
desired This gives the best of
three worlds! Of course only
meaningf ul options are avar

lable in each/all situations
The command string parameter
passing rs probably the rnost
useful since it allows you to
pop-up customised QD's {rom
its Thing For example if you
wish to edit a Basic program
you can pass the Help direc-
tory, F10 Thing, Usage and
'-bas' file extension (more on
those later), similarly for As
sembler Unless I missed it,

there is no way to get QD98 to
automatically remove program
line numbers before a passed
filename is loaded and then
add them on quitting, you have
to invoke the menu options
nnanually within QD98
The display is made up of three
parts; the top part contains in-

formation and loose items and
a menuba[ directly under that is
an optional Toolbar which con-
lains icons {picture buttons} for
popular actions and below that
is the main text area The top
part holds the usual move/
resize/sleep iterns, an info rtem

showing the current filename, a

loose item for toggling insert/
overwrite/protect and a ano-
ther info item which rather
oddly is updated by a separate
job This item contains the cur-
rent line and column coordi-

nates along wrth (when active)
a flashing disk save icon to
indicate that the curreni file has
been changed but not yet
saved. lVy understanding of
QPTR/PE is that you can only
have a dynamic sprite as a
pointer not as a menu item, so
this flashing must be done by
the job, the manual states the
line/column update is done by
the separate job to avoid the
overhead on the QD98 iob
Similarly, a QD9B reduced to a

button with unsaved text will
have a tlashing disk save icon
lnitially I found rt a bit distracting
but soon got used to it. A neat
way of knowing the status of
your possilbly, precious text tile.

Although I said menubar it is in
faci just a row of loose items
which pull down menus group
ing similar actrons, Some of the
items within these menus can
be invoked directly through hit

ling a toolbar icon, Other icons
on the toolbar perform the
same action as a key (eg, F1 for
help) or indeed perform actions
not available elsewhere {eg,
turn wordwrap on/off). Given
the limrted amount of space
that a toolbar bar could reaso-
nably take the icons chosen
appear to give the best com-
promise to popular actions. Oh
yes, I almost forgoi, {not really
Jochen!) if you pause the poin

ter briefly over the toolbar icon
(or indeed any loose item) it
pops up a little help window to
tell you what the item does, As
each item can invoke a diffe-
rent {though related} aciion with
the left or right mouse button
the help pop-up even shows
which next to a little picture of
a rnouse. The pause time
before the help window pops
up can be configured or the
feature can even be removed

{through a facility provided by
menu*rext's system wide
SET-DIFAULT command - OLE

next? just kiddingl) The toolbar
normally holds 19 rcons but the
last 5 can be replaced by an

QD9B extension Thing's icons
Opting to remove the toolbar
gives you two extra lines in

text area.
The main text area, which is
the only part which changes
depth when resizing, only con
tains a scroll bar (no arrows),
even when empty.l also expec
ted to get a pan bar when lines
became/were longer than win
dow width, I didn't This means
to get to out-of-window text
you have to use a cursor or
cursor combination key. Hold
ing down a lett/right cursor key
has the action of wrapping at
the end of one line to the next
line, not something l'm used to
nor sure if I like. The window
can be split once only and
although you can navigate the
cursor {pointer) to the bottorn
half you are only allowed to
write to the top half (in facl any
attempt to leave the cursor in
the bottom window causes it

to 'bounce' back into the top
hal{) I noticed that splitting the
window had the effect of per
forming an undo on the current
cursor line.

When loading a file into Master'
Spy you have to estimate the
heap size required for the frle

you want to load before load
ing it (otherwise it used the
delault) lf you didn't give your
self enough room or you had
been very productive you hit

this ceiling and had to save
your work, quit, and start over
again with a bigger heap

QD9B doesn't impose this non
sense on you, it just gets on
with it and reserves memory
dynannically, a vsry welcome
feature.
The main culture shock of
QD9B for me has been getting
used to the 'fluid' cursor (per'
haps that isn't the right word
but that's what it feels like) I am
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used to the distinction (under
the PE) of a pointer or a cursor
Moving the mouse usually left
lhe cursor where it was and I

got a pointer (ie, the inverse K

sprite), alternately if I held down
the lef t mouse button and
moved the mouse I couid for'
cibly drag the cursor With
QD98 all that is changed,
moving the mouse now imme

diateley moves the cursor about
thp r,vindnr,rr rrntil fho 'r-r rra^r'

pointer goes out of the text
area whereupon you get an

arrow pointer As long as the
cursor is moving the fine/co
lumn co-ords stay where they
were, such that if you chose a

menu option (by using the poin
ter on a pull down) which requi
res a cursor position {ie, to
insert a character code into the
file) then it will be to the cursor
co ord posiiion you were at
before you moved the cursor
with the mouse Unfortunately I

couldn't tind a key action which
would put me back instantly at
the current cursor posilion if

didn't take a menu action which
did, somelhing I would have
liked under this curso/pointer
arrangement, otherwise you
need to navigate the cursor
back there yourself (see below
also).

Another habit I had to stop was
moving the pointer into the text
area and 'hitting'i1 with the left
mouse button (ie, to 'hit' this
window for keyboard input).
The left mouse button now has
the effect of marking the start

{or end/ insert point} of a block.
It would have been nice to
have had block marking as left
rnouse button drag {as used on
other systems).
One of the unfortunate side-ef
fects of having a cursor pointer
is that if you pop up another
transient program the cursor
takes the current pointer loca
tion on return which invariably
is not where you lef t it (ie,

navigate back again).

OK now lets 1ry out some of
QD9B's features, The first test I

did on QD9B was to try to use
the program without actually
having read the manual.
Nothing is worse than a
program that has actions which
are noi even remotely intuiiive. I

was happy to find that I could
do quite a lot, even most of the
toolbar icons looked their part

{though the pop up help soon
enno:rari nn iha nnac Iul./Puur uu vt I rt ru vt luJ I

couldn t fathom)
All of the line editing keys
adopt lhe conventions used
elsewhere and I had no trouble
with them apart from the
ALT*CTRL UP and DOWN
combinations. I always asso
ciate any use of the CTRL key
along with a cursor key as
destructive, bui QDgB uses
ALT+CTRL+DOWN to 'insert' a

line under the cursor line and
ALT+CTRL+UP as sort of undo
facility (MasterSpy is very flexi-
ble in letting you define the key
code for each action available
if you don't like the default).
I say 'sort of undo' since it only
restores a line of text to what it
was when it was out of the
display window Useful, but it

doesn't undo rny most common
mistake of accidently deleting a

line {MasterSpy was sorely
missing an undo facility). An
elementary word wrap option is
provided, this is only effective if
you are typing up to the right
margin, the word {or rest of line}
gets put on the next line. lf you
insert or delete in the middle of
a line it does not reformat; ac-
ceptable for the use to which
QD9B is intended (any more
lhan that and you sometimes
end up fighting the auto-refor-
mat to maintain your layoull).
Loading a file with the word
wrap option on does not auto-
matically break long lines up,
they get tolded at maximum
line length not (word wrap) right
margin

Backspace (CTRL lefl) at the
start of a line loins the line to
the previous line but delete
(CTRL right) does not do the
same at the end of a line (hmm).

TABs are treated as soft, spa
ces are inserted rather than a
hard IqB code inserted
(though you can insert an ASCII
9 code through a menu option).
This means backspacing de
letes the inserted spaces ra-
ther than the TAB in one lell
swoop. SHIFT+TAB moves the
cursor back by a TAB position
but CTRL+SHIFTTTAB doesn't
delete back to the TAB posilion
(probably just as well, its only
the ALT key away from a sofl
resetl). You can specify whe
ther TABs are siored in place of
white spaces for saved files.
Before moving onto lhe menu
options I should also mention
there is a useful cursor move-
ment action which no doubt will
be of use to 'C' programmers
and its awful syntax. When the
cursor is on a bracket charac-
ter ALT+SHIFT+CTRL along
with a left/right arrow key will
take you to the matching clos
ing or opening bracket. lt also
works on the quote marks
and".
Some of the following menus
have optrons on them that can
also be invoked through short-
cut keys (CfRL combinations)
bui they only work if the
pointer (cursor) is in the text
window. This puzzled me at first
as I thought QDgB was tgnor
ing my CTRL X request to quit

until I realised this restriction
Fl either echoes a file to
screen or invokes HyperHtLP
(more on that later)
The F2 File pull down menu
contains the usual load/save/
print facilities expected plus

something I have always found
missing in MasterSpy, an insert
{ile option A nice feature is the
optional maintenance of a
'-bak' file on save Also on this
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'Files' menu is an lnsert Scrap
option {global cut & paste
buffer), I would have thought
this proper to the F4 'Blocks'

menu. There is a subtle feature
when reading/writing DOS/
TOS format drsks under
SMSQ/E QD98 can auto de-
tect the format and will add/
remove CR (ASCll 13) to lines
on load/save.
The F3 convention for Com
mands is used to pull down the
menu containing some very
usef ul features You can not
only 'Goto' to usual top/
bottom/linelmarker but also
things like Assembler label,

SuperBASlC PR0C/FN defini-
tion or even a line coniaining a

user-defined label definition.
The icing on the cake is that,

for example, if you have loaded
a SuperBASlC program and
you choose to goto a DEF

PROC, you get presented with
a menu containing all the DEF

PROC's found in the file,

picking one takes you straight
to it Although this is a great
f eature it unfortunately discards
the list af ter each use, this
means if there are many items
you have wait for the list to be
created each time.

You can set upto four markers

{only one could be set in

MasterSpy) to pinpoint parts of
the file you may wish io quickly
return to The string Search/
Replace f unction usefully al

lows to ignore case (Master-

Spy was case dependent) and
allows upto four strings to be
stored tor quick reference on
future searches. {l was glad to
see QD98 didn't have Master-
Spy's fatal bug of locking up

when asked to replace all

FRED's with NIWFRED, ie, re-
places on the replaced word...)

There is an option to delete all

control codes from a file, of
limited use, but handy to
extract meaninglul text from a

foreign format text f ile

(MasterSpy allows you to strip
character code ranges which is

a bit more flexible)
As with MasterSpy, QD9B lets
you put any character code
into a file but unlike MasterSpy
allows you to pick it frorn a

character table ivery handy for
picking out those odd printable
characters). Because QD9B ap
pears to destroy the tile inte
grity of binary (or executable)
files it is not possible to directly
alter such files as you can with
MasterSpy (ie, poke rn new
changes). ln that respect QD9B
is quite different from Master
Spy since you can not index
the tile by byte position (Hor

ses for courses: QD98 is good
for editing source code,
MasterSpy is good for oblect/
binary code file manipulation).
Also on the Commands menu
is the wonderful 'line numbers'
option. Excuse me for a mo-
ment but I'd like to get up on
my soap box and shout"l HATE
line numbers", thank you, I feel
much better now This, unless
you didn't know removes or
adds line numbers to Super
BASIC programs Up until I

bought QD9B I used my own
little program to remove them,
pass the file to MasterSpy for
editing and then, on quitting
MasterSpy, put them back on. lt
would be great if a future ver-
sion of QD could do this auto-
magically on loading/saving a
'-bas' file The only argument I

can possibly see for line num
bers is for RESTORI. lf we had
some way of naming DAIA
blocks {eg, DATA-NAME fred,
RESTORE fred) we could dis
pense with them altogether
(GOTO&GOSUB=ZXB1)
Another very useful command
on the menu is 'Order lines'this
simply sorts every line in your
file alphabetically. ie, to get a
sorted list of extensrons cur-
rently available on the system:
(from tt0) TXTRAS\ram1_list

load it into QD98 and F3 E O
There is also a Typing check
option but since I don't have
QTYP I haven't tried it fi don't
have much trubble with rny

spellng, typos yes)
F4 invokes the Block menu, be-
fore I discuss this menu I must
mention the action of the
mouse with blocks The lef t

rnouse button can either mark
the start and (then) the end, or
the insertron point tor a block
The right mouse button {RMB)
pops-up a 'context' menu {not
the t4 menu) I was a little
puzzled at the options on this
pop up menu, from rt you can
also mark the start and end of
a block What I did expect it to
have it didn't ie, copy/cut/
delete/paste block options
Cnce you have rnarked your
block, to do something with rt

you need to either select an F4
menu item, hit a toolbar itenr or
use the direct CTRL key equi'
valent, I would have thought it

rnore useful to replace the RltlB
pop-up menu options for block
slart/end with block copy/de
lete etc since this then doesn't
require the cursor (pointer) to
be moved or a CTRL key
remembered. Nonetheless,
from this RMB pop-up you can
cancel the block marked

{which was highlighted in green
ink), or with the cursor over a
word, immediately mark the
word and invoke a search on it

or get {Hyper)help for it The
whole line can be stuffed into
the hotkey buf fer trom lhis
RMB pop-up 'context' rnenu if
you wish.
The F4 Block menu is not avar

lable until you have first marked
a block, from it you can then
chose to Forget/Delete/Copy/
Move it, Goto Start of or
Put/Add rt into the 'Scrap', The
Scrap, as mentioned above, is

lust the global (system wide)
cut & pasle buffer provided by
the menu*rext iQMenu) exten
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sions. I couldnt find a 'cut'

option, so to perform one you
need to put the block into the
Scrap and then delete rt,

otherwise if you don t want to
alter the scrap the block will
need to be left where it rs

(rnarked) until you discard it

since QD98 doesn't have a

bufter local to itselt I missed
ihe handy one-key single line

cul and paste of lvlasterSpy
you can do the same but
through two key actions (CTRL
Z to put a line into the hotkey
buffer then CTRL down arrow
to delete the line. But when
regurgitating it with ALT+
SPACE you have to remember
it is to/from the current cursor
position unlike the CTRL Z
cursor line snapshot).
There are also a couple of
other useful things you can do
with blocks. You can make all

the characters upper/lower
case or you can shift the block
leftiright This latter option is

very handy because you can
specify an insert string if you
move the block right For
example if you make the string
'RFMark' or '.,'l'*' you can
comment out SuperBASlC or
Assembler respectively (very
useful to me)

Next on the menubar is F5

Status, from here you can cus
tomise QD9B, Margins (though
not line length use Config),
Tab interval, Font, Key-click,
Toolbar existence, Save op-
tions {confirmation, -bak file
creation) and default filing direc-
tory/file extension Other op-
trons provided require more
explanaiion,
'Help file' allows you to specify
the current help used. lf you
specify a FlLt lhen this file is
echoed to the screen when-
ever you press F1. lf you spe
cify a DIRECTORY instead of a
file then pressing F1 causes a
drfterent action QD9B will then
mark the word the cursor is

currently on and then try to
open a file called 'help-index' in

the specified directory This
'help-index' file should contain
a list of words it can supply
help on along with the asso
ciated tile that contains the help
text for that word. QD98 is
supplied with suitable help files
tor the SuperBASlC and TK2
commands such that you can
get help on almost any key
word. You can add/alter these
helps files or even create your
own help index and files. A
SuperBASlC program is sup'
plied to help create a As-
sembler 'help-index' 

f ile by
searching tor XDFF's in spe-
r-ifiod a<.m fila dirpr-inrioc
'Tab options'allows you to spe
cif y whether QD9B expands
any ASCII I characters found in
a file to equivalent white spa
ces {one or more spaces), aiso
if it should try to reduce white
spaces to tabs on saving the
file Upto eight dif f erent tile
types {as specified by file
extension) can have this treat-
ment done automatically. You
have to be aware of whether
your Assembler etc can digest
ASCII 9, QDOS & SMSQ/E
don't like them in SuperBASlC
program files (many MlSTakesl)
Useful though for reducing tile

size, especially assembler
'Usage' will, depending on the
option chosen, highlight certain
lines in your file (white ink on
red paper), eg, for Assembler
any lines rnarked as comment

{ie, x or ;) or for SuperBASlC
any DEF PROC's lines (though
the manual staies it does the
same for DEF FN's it didn't
highlight them) Alternately you
can highlight lines containing a

user defined string {ie, to de-
limit sections)
The F6'Word' menu offers op-
tions to interpret a marked
word as a DIC/HEX/BIN num
ber and convert it between
those bases it is slightly limited

in its use by being restricted to
16 bits Another useful feature
on this menu is being able to
specify what characters can
delimit a word {also definable
through Config)
Finally the last item on the
menubar is Fl0, this rnvokes
action from a Thing that can be
associated with QD9B when it
is started. One of the first
Things I trred was passtng

QD98 the SBAS/QD Thing
avarlable in SMSQ/E This al

lows you to parse and execute
SuperBASlC programs loaded
in QD9B (including unnum-
bered), I had hoped it could just
parse the file but it appears it
always wants to run it as well" lt
would be nice it eventuallv
there was also a way of par

sing each line as rt was entered
into QD9B.
I also tried the QDasm Thing
by Oliver Fink supplied on the
QD98 disk, although there
were no instructions with it I

managed to get it to invoke
QMAC to assemble an '-asm'

file loaded in QD9B without any
problem. limagine there rs quite
a potential for this F10 facility
and look forward to finding
more QD cornpatible Things,
including how to write one. As
mentioned above a QD exten-
sion Thing can add its own
Toolbar icons if it wishes (they
then replace the last trve icons
on toolbar which norrnally ap
pear if a Thing doesn't use
any)
Although QD9B comes with rts

own (internal) Filelnfo Thing
such that executing any non-
executable files from QPAC
Files menu wiil cause them to
be loaded into QD9B it can be
disabled through Config This
allows Fileinfo 2 to slill operate
with the ability to pass exlen-
ded command string setting up
parameters to QD9B for each
file type (extension) desired
The paramelers you can pass
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are quite extensive suttice to
say you can set up QD9B to
use template files and even
pass the printer preamble/
postarnble strings!
On the subject of printing, in ad-

dition to the method o{ printing
direct to a device you can opt
to use a printer driver (filter pro-
gram under SMSQ/E) This
driver can be wrrtten in Super-
BASIC or machine code etc, a
simple FPSON driver example
is provided rn both formats.
Some standard (translate) keys
have already been defined and
are shown in the manual, exten-
ding or changing them to
cover ditferent printers looks
very easy and potentially qurte
powerf ul.

The QD98 executable file is

twice the size of NlasterSpy
v1.8 (65K vs 34K) but packs a
lot into ii {both re-entrant)
Whilst QD98 was not quite as
fast at things like multiple
search & replace it was fast
enough and more than made
up for it by offering case de-
pendency. I couldn't detect any
difference in speed between
the two in paging up/down or
navrgating through a file (as

long as you ignore the lazy
screen option in MasierSpy
which i nornrally do). ln the
short time I have had QD98 I

haven't experienced any pro-

blems with it and have happily
used it to edit i20K Super-
BASIC and 310K assembler
liles {including invoking the
respective F10 Things)
So does QD98 replace Master-
Spy for me? definitely for
source code files, some of the
facilities available could have
saved me a lot of time in the
past MasterSpy still reigns for
obiect file manipulation but will

now only be used for those
occasions. As a endorsement
of how easy I found QD9B I

only received it two days ago
and have used it to write this

review (even though it's really a
prograrnmers source editorl).
Glven the fact MasterSpy cost
me [30 back in 1990 I think
QD9B at 125DM is a bargain
and was money equally well
spent. (l have absolutely no
connection with Jti4S)

fJochen: There are some nice
ideas which I may pick up in
one of fhe future versions of Q0
- my reply will be slightly longer
so it needs to go into the next
issue. Just a quick reply {o the
"binary" issue: Don't fry to edit

a binary file with QD - you will
destroy it. QD was never
intended fo edit binaries, and
fhe concept does not allow it
either: 8D optimises spaces af
fhe end of a line, fhey are cut
off. lt also cuts off empty trailing
lrnes. This means, it a byte
value 32 (Space) happens fo fall
at the end of a line, it will be re-
moved and the code shifts.
Deadly far any binary cade.
fu{aybe a future version of CD
wrll check fhe filefype...j
&

TIES DISK,

and an unre
gistered ver-
sion of
CLIMES his

stocks and
shares simu
lation game.
However the
program I

have chosen
to focus this
review on is

K"BASF, A

rather nif ty
little data

thing in particular they were base program.

all r,ilritten by one very talented On first loading K BAS[, which
programmer namely Mark is described as a 'Multiple Flat

f night, f rom London File database program', you are

I have used a couple of Marks presented with a set of neatly

programs before, namely via defined windows (it works OK

his excellent Utilities Disk (avai" in VGA mode on my QXL with

K-BASF - am easy to use Database
Damen E Eranagh

I was recently sent a bundle of
Disks by our beloved QLToday
editor (Cheers, Dilwynl) with a

view towards me selecting a

few programs and reviewing
them, for the hallowed pages
of our bi-monthly magazine as
l've done so many times in the
past.

What was quite different about
this batch of Disks was one
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lable from the QUANTA library
the ALARM program is particu
larly useful) so I was eager to
Load up a few of these pro
grarns and start playing with
them.
Among the disks was a pro-
gram called KNIGHT SAFF

{great name, Markl) which is a

Hard disk backup utility, another
prog called Q PAGF, his UTILI
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no problems, I might add) dis
playing the name of the Pro-
gram, and the version number -

2II rn this case Pressing any
key enters the program prope[
and this rs where the new
defined windows
come in.

The narrow window
at the top of the
screen rs best de-
scrrbed as a com-
nrand window lt in

cludes all the neces'
sary key functions i,e.

ESC=Quit, F1=lnfo,
F2=Clock, F3=Com
mands, F4=Redraw
etc A similarly sized
window is found at
the bottom of the
screen, and includes informa-
tion such as the File Number:
the Filename of the database
that is currently in memory, the
filesize in Kilobytes, and the
number of fields etc The third
window or main window as I

call it, is the largest, and con-
tains all the actuai database
information - actually on loading
K-BASE {or the first time, this
contains Bill Newell, the
QUANTA Membership Secre-
tary's Address and Telephone
number- as well as a Plug lor
QUANTA (good Thinking,
Markl!)
The program cornes with a

small sample database of
some 20 records called
Address-KBF which is useful,
as it contains the addresses
of many QL suppliers and
traders, and you can also use
this to practice on tooll
Navigating through K-BASE
couldn't be easier for anyone
who has ever used the
QUANTA disk based library
guide program {LlBGUlDt) it will
be a doddle, as its almost
identicalll From the main screen,
pressing F will present you with
the first record in the sample
database Pressing L pulls up

the Last entry; press N {or the
Next one, and P for the
Previous one - easy or what?
Io go directly to a particular
entry, press G for Goto - from
this point, the UP/DOWN arrow

with all the usual commands on
F3 Load, Save, Delete, lnsert
etc..
Creating your 0wn database
from scralch is also rather easy
and the program gives you an

extrernely wide variety of
ways in which to Co this

r Various opiions are sup-
ported, such as the ability
to skip any blank fields
when printing, to toggle
the abilrty to prrnt the
fieldnarne erther on
screen or to the pnnter
or even both stuff like
this is done simply by
Highlighting an option
with a green arrow and
selecting it with ENTfR
from the F3 {Commands)

option, and by pressing B to
Begin a new Database.
When you select B to Begin,
you are asked for the number
of Fields you require first, which
is followed by the names of the
tields in order which must be
keyed in, along with the type of
tield you require ie rs it a

word, a longword, floating point,
a cash value, a date, a string -

will it be rn Upper Case, Lower

keys with move you though
K-BASI one record at a time.
Using the arrow keys in

combinaiion with SHIFT will
move 10 records at a trrne, with
CTRL'100 records, with ALT

1,000 records, and using the
UP/DOWN arrows with both
SHIFT and ALT will move you
through the database 10,000
(yes, 10,000!!) records at a time,
though I doubt many ol us with

:ii ti nitir.r,:tl iil*i Et{iER ti ririii +,*,:iiiii F4 ii,l.r;
1,- f; ,;ii:;; i,r.,l E$C,ii; , i.;i r';,:ir-

i ' i _1

t domen
i |.]er,rLine

Iller,rline if pmvious f ield emptg
i)

$meen und prrnter
Fieldnome not sent to printer
Fieldnrilire shouln on $meen

need this feature, unless you
know everyone in the
Telephone directoryll You can
also press F3 and then F for
Find, and enter a string 1o

search f or as a f ull search
facility is also provided along

case, 0r a

Mixture the
r choice is

i yours Srmply

i pressing the
i highlighted let
r ter in each
, case from the
: choice of op
: tions will se-
j lect it.

i What amazes
i me about
i K BASE rs
I that despiie
its obvious

complexity and flexrbility, the
user interface is extremely
user-friendly and easy to pick
up - | took to K BASE like a

duck to watet and have barely
glanced at the rnanual (supplied
in Ascii-txt forrnat on the disk)
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yetl! lt's so easy to usell
Another nice f eature is the
ease at which you can load se-
veral different databases and
multitask them easily, without
the need to load two or three
programs, The number of diffe
rent files loaded is displayed on
the top of the screen, and they
can be moved between by
usrng the F5 (choose File)

option Other Features include
the ability to check and set the
clock easily by pressing F2, a
rundown of all the info needed
about each database you have
loaded is displayed by pressing
F1 such as the trmes and dates
on which a certain database
was created and last updated,
and the method by which the
database in questron is sorted.
F 4 redraws (ref reshes)the
screen.
l've found K BASE to be easier
to use than many of the alter
natives, such as ARCHIVE or
FLASHBACK, {The two databa-
ses I used regularly prior to
obtaining K-BASE) though
these programs are probably
more advanced and there is

virtually nothing you can't do
with them, they are difficult io
use because of this ARCHIVE
in particular having an entire
language of its own. K-BASE is
quite flexible, yet somehow
rnanages to retain its ease of
use, and as a result, I believe it
to be the best PD database
program for the QL, and, unless
I buy the new version of Data
Design soon to go with my
copy of ProWesS, or the soon
to be released EasyBase by
Dilwyn Jones, or MasterBase
from QBranch, I would use it, I

would recommend K BASI to
anyone it really is a great pro-
gram

Next lssue, I hope to be looking
at some newly updated
adventures by Rich Mellor on
the QL Stay Tunedll
m

There has been a lot of talk in

QL forunns about trying to get
other people to use the QL We
all know why we are slill using
after all these years and you
have all, no doubt, heard me
state that I still do 90% of my
work on the QL in spite of the
fact that I have a 200MHz Pen
tium laptop which many would
regard as a more efficient ma
chine Our main problem here is

one of expectation and know
ledge and that is where there rs

a big division between us and
other poiential users.

I have recently been trying to
guide a new user through a
minefield of problenrs and that
has highlit the problems that
any new QL User would have.
One of my customers runs a

business rmporting books and
his whole system is based
upon several QLs all running
Archive and a whole sulte of
complex programs written in

the Archive language. I intro
duced him to QPC and he was
very pleased to find that he

could use this on a laptop to
carry around his whole system.
He quickly bought a few lap
tops {or his employees and
one of those has prompted this
letter

This person lives in Canada
and is PC literate. At first I

installed the system on his 486
laptop and this worked fine for
him except for the speed
Some of the long Archive pro
grams take up to twenty
minutes to run through on this
systeml On his next visit to
England he bought a QL/Gold
Card/Disk Drives and Monitor
and took it all back to Canada
wrth him A flurry of calls and
emails between us showed

that while he was able to
handle a PC he was lost when
trying to sei up a QL Why is

this? ls the QL so much more
complex?

Simple is Not Hasy
The answei of course, is that
we have all been through the
learning curve in small sieps.
We started off with rnicrodrives
and moved, through a variety
ot interfaces, to 3 5" lloppies
and hard disks. ln that process
we have all learned what we
needed to know either frorn
the nragazines, user groups,
books or just friendly advice
We expect a new user to get
this 15 years of accumulated
knowledge in a few weeks.
It you buy a new piece of PC

software on either disk {rare
these days since bloatware is

increasingly the rule) or CD
ROM you get a program called
'INSTALL' or 'SITUP' which
stores all of the components of
the program on the hard disk
and rnakes changes to your
system so that you can run the
new program. This is needed
for the PC/WINDOWS user be-
cause the whole toltering edi
fice of WINDOWS is not a sin-
gle program but a synergy of
small pie ces of code all

stacked together and rnter-
linked so that a wrong call or a
piece of code in the wrong
place could bring this all crash
ing down around you ears. ln

most cases this all goes fine
and the system does what you
expect but disaster is always
lurking somewhere quite near

The QL users sirnpler pro-
grams which will maybe need
one or more of the standard
extensions such as the Pointer
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fnvironment, QLIB-RUN or
MINU-REXT but can then be
executed with a simple EXIC
command if these exiensions
are already loaded. ProWesS
has been leaning towards the
PC path with regard to using
'-dll' files (dynamic link libraries)
and oiher similar concepts and
Steve Hall has been probing
the concepts of writing an in-

staller program to set things up
for people but this whole area
is one which tends to raise the
blood pressure of some peo-
ple

"You Are All
Individuals", "l'm Nlot"
(Monty Python's Life ot Brian)
We all consrder ourselves tc be
rndividuals and most of us want
control of the struclure of our
systems but, lor some people,

the concept of moving from a

QL with a Gold Card and pair of
FJD or FD drives to a hard disk
is terrifying and mind boggling.
It is not that these people are
stupid, lust that they have
never had to look at a boot file.

Another of my customers who
bought QPC {This is the pivotal
point for many people moving
from a QL to QPC often means
encountering a hard disk for
the first time and that is where
you really have to start to think
about how to set the system
up) has had a lot of problems.
He does not want anything too
fancy here His son bought him

a PC to replace his old QL and
all he wanted to do was to run

Quill and Archive The way that
he had done all of this before
was to put the disk in the drive
and reset. Faced with a system
which could have all of the
programs on one drive how
could he select which one he

wanted?
These people need a helping
hand. lf we are to retain a user
base we have to consider
those who want to do iust this

These are the people who
move to a PC not because
they want to perform some
complex task but because the
QL hardware has lef t them
behind and the PC looks easier

So how do we help out? I am

open to suggestions here but
what I would like to see is a low
cost book which would lead
these users from the one pro
gram psr session litestyle they
have inhabited to the multitask"
ing capability which modern
systems have. Putting this into
the magazine is no use at all

because many of these people
do not read the magazine. lf

anyone has any suggestions
about this or would like to help
writing the book contact us at

Q Branch by mail, fax or email

$ometimes I gCI off the
rails
Let us make a comparison. The
PC is like a train and the QL is a
small car:

Both will go from one point to
the other but the lrain will go

only from a fixed point to ano
ther fixed point whereas the
car can go from any point to
any other and choose its own
route. ln the train you can only
alter rts course by buying a

ticket to a different destination
provided, of course, a train is

going there The car is steered
by the user many of which can
drive over a bit where there is

no road to get to an unusual
place. ln the train you get a lot
of messages explaining where
it is siopping but most of these
are not understandable. ln the
car you have a set of dials
which show you that you have
stopped because you have run

out of petrol or overheated and
you can fix that.

Sometimes the railway people
provide the train with a new
engine to make it go faster but
then couple another dozen

carriages onto it so it still goes
at the same speed. lt could
carry more passengers but
what usually happens is rnost
of the carriages are nearly
empty with each person trying
to occupy two or more seats.

ln the car yoLr can decide who
your passengers are, OK you
may have to travel somewhere
with a cranky old relative or an

obstreperous teenager once in

a while but in the lrain you may
settle down with a good book
in a half empty carriage only to
be invaded by a bunch of foot
ball hooligans one of who is

bound to pull the communrca
tion cord and stop everything
for a whrle. Of course you may
never find out which one pulled
the cord and each one blames
the other: lf the same thing
happens again on the same

lourney it is always someone
else who does it.

The railway people also lrke to
paint their carriages with many
different colours and logos bui
most of us are quite happy to
have our cars painted in just a

few

A car will use a small arnount of
fuel but that is used to travel to
the places it has to go to A
train will need a large amount of
fuel which will all be used up if it
is full of passengers or ernpty
because its system makes sure
that it will always go from the
starting pornt to the end point

and stops at all the points in

between regardless of whether
anyone wants to get on or off
it. This, for the car is like drivrng
to the supermarket and not
getting out because the larder
is stiil f ull of food f rom last
week.

llains can go much {aster than
cars but often stop with a lame
excuse which is usually not
something you can easily
understand. ['Leaves on the line

have performed an illegal ope
ration and will be closed
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down") Cars do get caught in

traftrc jams but you can often
find a way around them. Trains
go on strike, cars don't.

For most people, using a train is
just spending a lot of money on
a ticket and being taken for a

ride in unconrfortable circum
stances with long waits at each
end and at some points in bet
ween. To use a car you have to
learn something, practise and
then take a test.

could be no better rndication
that the job would be finished
quickly. There were quite a few
people at this meetrng and Per
Witte joined the illustrious ranks
of those who bought all the
components and built his Auro
ra system on the spot. I would
like to see more of lhis at
workshops because it demon
strates the spirit which has
kept the QL going over all of
these years.

WesS Afier the show we all
went to the usual Chinese
Reslaurant and thence to a

local bar to talk over all things
QL

There's Snow Business
It was never going to be an
easy journey but it could have
been worse. I set oft to meet
Tony Firshman at Dover and
got brought to a complete
standstill on the kl25 as the
result of an accideni. Time was
tight tor the ferry but we made
it just. Our normal ferry jour
neys to foreign QL shows are
taken up wrth a leisurely meal in
the ships restaurant but Sea
France does not provrde a

vegetarian option rn their res
taurant so we were forced into
the self service buffet in which
Tony got into an argument with
the'chef'(well he had a tail hat
and probably a pointed head)
about not having Ratatouille on
his steak (l am the veggie not
Tony)

Ah weli it could have been
wor5e.
Cff the lerry and I took over
the driving duties to head off to
pick up Jochen Barely t hour
into the drive I was overtaking
a truck when the car took on a
li{e and direction of its own
Black lce. We perforrned a neat
imitation of the Waltzer for a

Joachim van der Auwera was
also there talking about his
plans for the future of the Pro
WesS system. He too was very
interested in buying a Q40 and
had some very good concepts
for the next generation of Pro-

The view lrom lhe hotel in Croatia

A Dutch Treat

The last Eindhoven meeting, in

November was one of the
most active I have been to.
Tony Tebby was there demon-
strating the latest develop-
ments in the SMSQ/E system
for the Q40 Although this ver
sion of the operating system
had no f loppy or hard disk
support at the time it was still a
very rapid piece of code and
the best part of this was Tony's
evident enthusiasm for the
project. ln many ways it was
this obvious keenness that led
TF Services and I to make a
joint agreement to build and
sell the finished item TT said
he would give this priority
because he wanted to be able
to use a Q 40 for his own
development work and there
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minute or two and wound up
going backwards into the crash
barrier at around 4A mph
Having ground to a halt Tony

looked up with a sigh o{ relief
only to see the truck baring
down on us. Crashl The truck
hit the passenger door and
spun us around - well we were
facing the right way now at
ieasi. We got out and begun to
inspect the damage but soon
became aware that vehicles
were spinning to oblivron all

around us. When a large truck
hit the crash barrier just a few
yards from us we decided that
this was the time to go and
park somewhere safe.

Well it could have been worse.
The damage was bad but not
so bad that we could not con-
tinue. Tony rewired the rear
lights wiih a superHermes LED

cable and we carried on to
Jochen. At this point, we were
using Tony's map and travelling
up through Maastricht He kept
saying "This road is not marked
on the rnap" We finally picked
up Jochen and headed off to
get Marcel Kilgus from Stutt-
gart. One useful item came
from Jochen's house we took
his shaving mirror and taped it
to what was left of the nearside
wing mirror so we couid see
behind

The journey down to Marcel
was OK and from there we set
oll towards Munich and into the
SNOW

Well it could have been worse.
The snow started just outside
Munich and gradually got
worse as we headed towards
Austria (why was I not sur-
prised?) and it was then that
we discovered why some
roads wers not marked on
Tony's map. Jochen noticed
that the map was older than he

wasl This is when we had our
next brush wrth automotive
disaster Just as we were ap-
proaching the Austrian border

the car ahead stopped dead. I

applied the brakes but, with
four people and a carload of
QL stuft were a bit heavy and
we carried on going until we
were around six inches from
the stationary vehicle when
we stopped.

Well it could have been worse.

Nasta's directrons said that we
should follow signs for Graz
and avoid Villach. This avoided
the most expensive of the toll
tunnels and roads but it did
take us through the mountains.
Now think, what do you find in
rnountains? Ah, yes, more
snow! lt was all very pretty but
it was getting dark and snow-
ing quite a lot Tony seemed to
have got the situation sussed
out though because he
managed to take his driving
spells when it was not snowing
too badly As soon as I took
the wheel it was Polar Expe

dition time,

Well it could have been worse.
Hunger had set in by this time
and all the odd food was
coming out. MUsli bars and
spicy pepperoni were being
passed around (l ignored the
latter). Every time we saw a

McDonalds sign Jochen's eyes
lit up but we would not stop, I

kept thinking of the line from

the Frank Tappa song'trudging
across the lundra, mile after
mile' but finally we made it

across Austria and into Slo
venia. Hallucinations must have
set in at this point because I

thought I saw a giant Starship
Enterprise style spaceship
hovering over the town. lt was

iust an illurninated ski slope
Slovenia was a short ride (com
paratively) and we were finally
et lha f-rnrtirn hnrr'lnr hlrctert tu vrvu(lut I uulvut. I IUJ(o

met us there and we joined a
queue ol traf fic which was
crawling through the border
post. All of the others had been
shut down due to snow so this
was the only one open.

Well it could have been worse.

By midnight we were sitting in

a restaurant in Samobar with
Nasta and Drazan enjoying
much needed tood and drink
before we staggered off for a

good sleep The next day

Alasta af the Show

when we looked out of the
window it was obvious that
many of the potential visitors
were not going to make it

because the snow lay deep
and crisp and even.

When we unloaded the car
Tony discovered that, in our
haste to leave the scene of the
accident, we had left a box
containing all Bill Richardson's
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stock and some of his super-
Hermes and RomDisqs by the
motorway.

Well it could have been worse.

We set up in the main room
and, desprte the weather the
Austrian contingent managed
to turn up. lt was quite a quret

day, however so Tony Firshman
and Nasta put it to good use by
looking into the reasons why
RomDisq will not work with the

listened nervously to the radio
traffic reports many of which
spoke about a 'Rutschpartie

auf der Autobahn' (sliding party
on the motorway). Traf fic
queues were getting longer all

around us but somehow we
seemed to be able to avoid ihe
worst of them.

Wellit could have been worse.
We dropped Marcel off at
around 11 00pm and headed up

stop at Brugge to report the
loss of the stuff on the motor-
way They told Tony that 7
people had died in the accident
that we were in so we made
the right decision to leave
when we did When I logged on
to the internet ti're next day
Jochen had sent me news of
what had happened on the
roads. Apparently, just atter we
had got through, 1 metre of
snow {ell on the very road we
had gone down to drop Marcel
off. There had been many mul

tiple pile-ups on the road that
we had been on but luckily we
had managed to get through
without them ln the worst of
these a coach had collided with
a car and then been hit by a

truck load of bottled mineral
water broken glass and
frozen mineral water all over
lhe road 23 people died on the
roads that weekend and it was
the worst December weaiher
in Germany for 50 years,
Wellit could have been worse.
I apologise tor takrng up so
much of my colurnn with the
Croatian journey but it was
pretty eventlul and at least I

was not complaining about file
names this week.
I wish you all a Happy New
Yearr

Qubide and Gold Card and
talking over new projects for
the coming year Af ter the
show we adlourned to another
restaurant to eat and prepare
ourselves for the long journey

home Many thanks to the
Hotel for providing us with
sandwiches tor the return
journey.

As we retraced our steps
through Slovenia and Austria
the snow got steadily worse
with the usual brief respites
when Tony was at the wheel.
After a pause for lunch in

Austria we began to run into
more and more snow until,

around Munich, it got so bad
we were down to 40 mph and
we could not see where the
road was, All this time we were
overtaken by trucks and other
cars at silly speeds, Jochen

to Jochen's house, More snow
At 4 00 am we pulled up out-
side Jochen's house and, with
great sighs of relief, accepted
his hospitality tor the rest of the
night (Many thanks to Jochen's
parents) After breakfast we set
off for home but we had to
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Saturday, 30th of Jan&ary 1999! Don'f mriss it!

Swssex tJser Growp / Quan{a Workshop
Saxnday 28Ah Februery ?999 lCIarar till 4pnry

The Fourth Sussex User
Group I Quanta Work-
shop will be held in the
Exeelsiol'F{otel ora

Smnday 28th
F'ehruary {999

There wiltr be talks,
derclonstrations, a'Bring
& Eul staffi, traders and
usefs.
Come along and see all
types of QDOSISMSQ
software and hardware
in operation" Cheaper
rates are offered for the
weekend at the hotel if
you qrote'Quanta'when
booking a room.
Atl this and a day by the
sea too - how can you
resist?

Excelsior Flotel - tel 01273 - 7z3ggt i

?CIS - ?09 Kinsway, F{ove Sussex 
i

re
${ove 5t

Two US-Slaows &ra &Kee gs! KJmiqwe chaxnce!
US Ql--East Coast Show 29-30 May
The show will be at Wesley Hall, St. Andrews Uniied
Methodist Church, in Spring Lake, NJ, about 60 miles south
of New York City. QL-East will include vendors, work shops,
and some interesting tutorials by BillCable, Herb Schaal and
Simon Goodwin. The show includes other Sinclair compters,
TS 2068, ZX81 etc. A block of 20 rooms are available at
Budget lnn,Iell32775 nA1. To obtain the show rate of $50
per night for 1 or 2 people lor Friday and Saturday, mention
the QL Show and make reservations by 1 March.
Spring Lake is a seaside resort area aboui 75 minutes from
arrports at Newark, Atlantic City, or Philadelphra. lt's about 2
hours from JFK arrport. Local information including (probably
free) transportation from JFK, can be obtained from Local
Host Bill ltlcKelvey, Email MCKELVEW@delphi.com

AGENDA:
FRIDAY night 6PM till ? dinner at Cobblestone Restaurant
SATURDAY 9AM to 4:30PM Vendors, Iutorrals and Workshops
Fee per family is $10 if paid by 1 May, $12 at door: Fee inciudes lighl

lunch and coffee/tea throughout the day SA-1. EVt 6"9 PM Banquet
panel discussion, and enlertainment $20 per person Lale nighters

relreal lo Bar and Grill SUNDAY 11AM al McKelvey s home lhere wrli be

additional tulorials and informal drscussions lncludes lighl lunch and

beverages free

Pay advance fees lo show lreasurer: Bob Malloy, 412 PACIFIC

SI,MASSAPIQUA PARK NY 11762. Overseas atlendees may obtain

advance rate by notifying Bob bmalloy@idt.net and paying after arrival

Questions about the agenda should be addressed lo Al Boehm

boehm@ziplink.net Updales will be added to the NESQLUG web
pa ge http://www.airnet. netlboehm

Note there is also a QL West Coast Show the followins weekendl-llMore details next issue)


